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At A Bargain!

The only jewel which will not decay
Is knowledge.—John Alfred Langford.
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We have on hand a supply of Guaranteed Roofing
Paint—highest quality; 5, 20, 30 and 50 gallon kegs

MY FAVORITE DRIVE

A guaranteed product that will be sold

What One Sees On the
Beautiful Roads of Knox
County

Below Cost

From Warren To Union

in order to clear our stocks
RECOMMENDED FOR USE OVER OLD

SHINGLES OR OLD ROOFS
Call and ask for details

INDEPENDENT COAL CO.
44 Tillson Avenue

Tel. 1290

Rockland

$$$$$$$$$
DOLLAR DAYS SPECIALS
—at—

Crie’s Gift Shop
Rockland, Maine

Finger Rings, Bar Pins, Scarf Pins, $1.00

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Heading in your paper of the beau
tiful drives in Knox County, I won
dered if the drive from Warren to
Union had been written about.
You should start from Warren vil
lage taking the eastern road through
Pleasantville with the Georges River
on the left showing here and there
through the green foliage of the
trees, and on the right, blue and hazy
in the distance, good old Mount
Pleasant and its adjacent mountains.
As you leave Pleasantville, a won
derful panorama breaks on the right,
one of the most beautiful the eye can
rest upon—fertile farms and orchards
on the left, many of the green Helds
sloping to the very edge of Seven Tree
Pond, that wonderful lake with its
glittering waters. One Is led to think
upon the origin of its name, derived
from seven gigantic oak trees which
in olden times grew on the Island in
the midst of it, but now bare of trees,
an island where the wild geese come
every year to nest.
Lifting our eyes we next see Clarry
Hill rising to the sky line jvith build
ings standing in sharp relief. Away
to the north through openings In
what looks from a distance to be
forests, are other farms and orchards
dotting the hillsides. Then you go
on to the attractive Union Common
with its stately trees and surround
ing residences.
Take this drive and if you are a
lover of nature you cannot fail to be
impressed with Its wonderful beauty,
which one must see to appreciate.
Rose Marshall
South Warren

RADIO PASTOR SPEAKS

$1.00

Serving Trays, odd lot,
Plant Pots, with Saucer; 4 for

$1.00

Highly Glazed—Yellow and Green

$1.00 Off

Wall Papers,

-On any room from $3.00 up, including entire
stock of papers
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LIKES OUR HOSPITAL

The Niagara of Saco and the R. H.
Counce of Thomaston were victors
In the first and second classes re
spectively of the firemen’s jnuster
held at the Central Maine Fair
grounds in Waterville Monday after
noon in conjunction with the open
ing of the fair and the opening of
the convention of the Maine Fire
men’s Association.
Conditions were far from favor
able for the muster In spite of the
apparent intense heat, a breeze blew
across the open space at the grounds,
making the work extremely difficult.
One veteran, who has been following
musters for 49 years, said he never
saw a muster attempted under such
unfavorable wind conditions To the
average person everything seemed fa
vorable.
The tubs were divided into two
groups according to their specifica
tions. In one group was the Niagara
No. 1, Senator 'Baxter, Baw-Beese,
Sagadahoc, and Atlantic No. 3. In
the second group one saw the Hecla,
R. H. Counce, Androscoggin, and
Massa soit.
In Group No. 1 they finished as
follows: Niagara No 1 of Saco, first,
151 ft. 914 in.; second, Senator Bax
ter of Bath, 137 ft. 6 in.; third, Saga
dahoc of Bath, 132 ft. 11 in.; and
fourth, Baw-Beese of Waldoboro, 131
ft. 3% in. The Atlantic No. 3 of
Oakland failed to place in the purse
money as they made a play of only
125 feet.
The R. H. Counce of Thomaston
was by far the best machine In com
petition as her crew made a play of
165 ft. *4 in. Second in this division
was the Androscoggin of Topsham
with a play of 143 ft. 11 in. The
Hecla of Randolph was next with
134 ft. 314 In.; and the Massaaoit of
Damariscotta finished fourth with ISO
ft. 914 in.
Prizes aggregating $500 In each
class were furnished by the fair of
ficials.
A parade at 11 o'clock in which
both "ancient” and “modern” pieces
of fire fighting apparatus were seen
featured the opening of the second
annual Maine Firemen’s Associa
tion.
Charles M. Lawry. who witnessed
the muster, directs attention to the
fact that the Counce engine was
worked by the youngest foreman in
the Maine League, Chester Smalley.
The Counce is a Hunneman tub of
less than six inch cylinders and
made the best play of the day. The
first prize badge which it won is
shown at McDonald's drug store.

ton. Mr. Davidson has been one of
the group of players In the evening
concerts in "The Shell” on the
Charles River Esplanade In Boston
during the summer, under the di
rection of Arthur Fiedler. Miss Mar
garet Moore, who has been studying
in the New England Conservatory of
Music will be the accompanist.
A cordial invitation is extended to
all to attend these services.

When the directors of the WilkesBarre fPenn.)
General Hospital
reached the conclusion 13 years ago
that they wanted a business man for
superintendent they selected a hotel
man, whose home town was Rock
port, Me.
And Elmer E. Mathews has so suc
cessfully held the position ever since
that the Wilkes-Barre Institution
has increased its capacity from 200
beds to 472, and the plant has reached
such a status that a replacement
value of $2,000,000 would not be
looked upon as an exaggeration.
Twenty-two years ago Mr. Math
ews was married to Edwina L. LoveJoy, daughter of L. H. Lovejoy, one
of Rockport's leading citizens. They
went to Briar Cliff, N. Y„ where Mr.
Mathews became assistant manager
of a resort hotel. .Later he l>ecante
manager of another resort hotel In
Edgemere, Long Island, and prior to
entering his new field of work was
cashier of the Ormond Hotel in
Florida.
• • • •

Some idea of the plant which he
now supervises may be gained from
the fact that it has nearly 60 doctors
on the medical staff, 30 graduate
nurses, who supervise a training
school of 150 pupils. The private
rooms occupy separate units, the
wards and semi-private rooms being
in another structure. In addition are
the administration building, the serv
ice building for laundry, kitchen,
stores, etc., power plant, and a
nurses’ home with accommodations
for KM),
This valuable plant covers 20 acres,
and draws its patients from a popu
lation of 260,000 in Luzerne County.
Supt. Mathews is one of the found
ers and charter members of the
Pennsylvania Hospital Association.
He has been Its treasurer since the
start, with the exception of one year
when he served as its president. He
has served on committees of the
American Hospital Association and
was sent as a delegate to the conven
tion of that association in San Fran
cisco, where he was acting chairman
of the resolutions committee. Supt.
Mathews is a director of the Humane
Society of Wilkes-Barre and a direc
tor of the Crippled Children's Asso
ciation of Wyoming Valley. He was
made a Mason in St. Paul’s Lodge at
Rockport, and is now a Shriner.
During his vacation visit to Rock
port, Supt. Mathews has made an ex
tended inspection of the Knox County
General Hospital and is much pleased
at an opportunity to place his stamp
of approval upon the institution and
its work, of which latter he has never

WELLMAN FAMILY

THE

NAVY

CAMDEN—THE CHARLES WILSON HOUSE, 14 roomt, fully
furnished; elegant proposition.
Another in Csmden—THE DAILY RAILWAY, a good business
proposition

And Finds That the Oertz Rudder Gives a Material Increase
In Speed of Ships

The 33d annual reunion of the
Wellman family will be held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Residents of the waterfront watched
Wellman in Hope. Wednesday, Sept. with idle interest Monday and Tues
4th.
Mrs, Arthur Hart
day while the United States tank
ers Patoka and Salinas were having
their standardization trials on the
Rockland course, but it was with no
idle interest that the results were
learned by the Navy Department and
the shipping world in general.
STEAMER GOV. DOUGLAS
What the waterfront spectators did
Will Make Round Trips Daily to Monhegan, leaving Creighton's
not know was that the Oertz stream
Wharf, Thomaston, at 6.30 A. M. Standard Time, allowing five
line rudder was being given its first
hours on the island. Go where the weather is always cool, where
demonstration by the United States
Navy, and was giving convincing
the famous cliffs are 150 feet high, where the turf runt the high
proof that this new German Inven
est in Maine. From one aide look on the Camden hills 20 miles
tion is superior to the old style rud
distant, from the other over an unbroken stretch of ocean. Enjoy

NORTH HAVEN—THE THOMAS FARM, borders Bartlett's Har
bor, three-quarter mile; contains 60 acres in all; about 20 acres
mowing field
ROCKLAND—Cottage and Shore Property, Over Night Camps,
Hotels and Business Properties. Dwellings in all parts of the city
For Sale or To Let.

der.

the 12 mile sail down the Georges River, comparable only to the
Hudson.

In former years the skill of naval
architects was mainly directed toward
fashioning a bow which helped make a
speedy shp. In more recent years
research has taken into account a
proper flow of water at the stern of
the ship so that the screw will work
in more nearly solid water, avoiding

SPECIAL RATES TO PARTIES OF TEN OR MORE

For Further Information Call Thomaston 86
HOTELS, FISHING AND BATHING
104-105

FREEMAN S. YOUNG

Shore Dinners
ON THE OLD STEAMBOAT WHARF

THURSDAY
August 29

and

FRIDAY
August 30

The Most Beautiful View on the Maine Coast

CLAMS, LOBSTERS BOILED FOR PICNICS
LIGHT LUNCHES

at ROCKLAND
MAINE

AMPLE PARKING FOR AUTOMOBILES
AND A SAFE LANDING FOR BOATS

TABLES RESERVED

'

Phones—Waldoboro 19-14-9006-3— 19-31

C. H. STENGER, Prop.
1(M-107
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OAKLAND PARK
TONIGHT
LEO DOUCETTE’S JAZZ
TEN

ENTERTAINERS

air pockets and bubbles, and reduc
ing cavitations. A number of the ex
periments led to the belief that a rud
der and rudder post could he de
signed to accomplish beneficial re
sults.
The Oertz rudder, one of the best
known has been applied on vessels of
the merchant marine of European
nations several years.
Two practically identical vessels,
the Patoka and Salinas, were select
ed for naval experiments, the former
being equipped with the Oertz rudder
while the latter was to use the ordi
nary design.
A preliminary analysis of the re
sults of the trials on the Rockland
course indicates that at the same
number of revolutions the speed was
increased about 8 per cent by the
Oertz f udder. The Patoka’s maximum
speed was 12.8 knots and the Sa
linas’ best showing was 10.9 knots.
“The speed for a given power is
materially increased by the Oertz
rudder,” Capt. H T. Wright, presi
dent of the Trial Board, told a Cou
rier-Gazette reporter.
The next ship to be tried on the
Rockland course will be the new
cruiser Salt Lake City, built by the
New York Shipbuilding Company,
which will be along next month.
Admiral S E. Kittelle will then as
sume his new duties as president of
the 'Board.

KICKAPOO SAW IT

AT FRIENDSHIP, MAINE

I

heard other than the most favorable j
reports.
“It is a very fine and well arranged
plant’ and well adapted for central
service,” he told a Courier-Gazette
reporter. “I think there would be a
decided improvement and a lessening
of noise if a central service for feed
ing tiie inmates could be adopted. I
think Knox County is very fortunate
to have such a complete plant, and
one which has such great possibili
ties.
/
“Your Nurses’ Home—
When Supt. Mathews reached this
point he paused a moment as if
mentally searching for words which
could express his appreciation of the
William Bok tnemorial.
‘il have visited hospitals from the
Atlantic to the Pacific,” he continued,
“and I have never really seen a more
ideal fulfillment of a community’s
needs. Ideal because of its elegance,
and yet for its simplicity It cre
ates just the atmosphere that the
nurses should have. It doesn’t lend
itself to the ostentatious things which
a nurse doesn’t want or need, because
her profession is such that she re
quires modest things in order to be
successful in it. The Home does not
convey an extravagant idea; it has a
quiet, homelike atmosphere.
“The prospective nurse leaves High
School without her chharacter shaped
and if she enters an institution which
does not have refined surroundings,
and where they rush through meals,
she is very apt to carry those habits
into the homes she visits. At an in
stitution like the William Bok Home
For Nurses she will acquire habits
from which the public should benefit.
“It is a wonderful thing that your
people should have the advantage of
such a splendid institution as Mr.
Bok has created. It is difficult for
the public to visualize its importance
because the public has very little
familiarity with hospital proceedure.
“The hospital is the good Samaritan
in any community. It doesn’t matter
what time of day or night an emerg
ency arises, the hospital is always
there to handle the situation. The
• people who contribute to it are doing
something for humanity which can
be done in no. other way. We cannot
let up for a moment. It is a real
business after all—a million-dollar
business ranking With the country's
largest today. It is a mission as well
as a trade, and a mighty important
one.”
iSupt. Mathews and wife love Rock
port, and go there summers when
conditions permit it. They are motor
ing back home today. Before coming
to Maine they attended the Alden
reunion in Duxbury, Mrs. Mathews
being a member and Mr. Mathews an
associate member of the Alden Kin
dred of America.
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NOTABLE CAMDEN

EVENT

In Which Thomaston Engine
Won and Waldoboro En Former Rockport Man Who Heads Pennsylvania Institu Winners In Garden Garden Club Contests Receive
tion Also Lost In Admiration of Nurses’ Home
Awards—Distinguished Speakers and Pianist
gine Was Fourth

Rev. Harvey J. Moore In Baptist
Pulpit Tenant's Harbor, Sunday,

Services of unusual interest have
been planned for the church at Ten
ant's Harbor next Sunday. The
preacher of the day is Rev. Harvey
J. Moore of Pougheepsie, N. Y. Mr.
Moore is well known throughout NewEngland as "The Radio Pastor of
The Friendly Voice.” For more than
two years, until recently, he was
heard in a weekly broadcast of a
half hour religious service from Sta
tion WEEI in Boston. He will speak
at 10 30 a. m. on the subject. “SuperConquerors.” and at 7 p. m. on tho
subject. "Life is Always Like That.”
Special music will be furnished by
Herbert Davidson, trumpeter of Bos-
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Featuring Dollar Days
Many Big Dollars’ Worth of Dependable Mer
chandise to be Found in Our Shop These Days

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Rockland, Maine

Maine Lobster Boat Alleged
To Have Taken Liquor
From Canadian
Charged with conspiracy to smug
gle liquor into this country, William
E .Coombs of'Winter Harbor, and his
two sons Milford and Linwood, when
arraigned before United States Com
missioner Evans in Boston Federal
Court Tuesday pleaded not guilty
and waived examination. They were
held in $1,000 each.
The arrest of the three men took
place Sunday about 25 miles off the
coast of Maine on tihe high seas. Their
craft the lobster boat, A vis-Irma, is
alleged to have had on board a cargo
of 450 cans of Belgian alcohol. The
owners of the boat alleged to have
made contact with a Canadian rum
running schooner 25 miles out at sea
on Sunday.
The Coast Guard Cutter Kiekapoo
was standing not far from the ruin
running schooner and its crew claims
to have witnessed the transfer of th^
liquor to the Avis-Irma. The Coast
Guards started to overhaul the rum
schooner but were unable to catch
the speedy craft and then turned and
trailed the lobster boat.
It is believed that the failure of the
Maine authorities to take the craft
Into port in this State was due to the
fact that they expected a test case
and allowed tho craft to be towed to
Boston.

Bok

One of the most brilliant events J listening to the Governor ofthe State.
Camden has known took place Tues- j The Governor of the Stateof Maine
day evening at the Opera House when I enJoys ,he
presiding
, ,,
,
z. ,
„ , ! over a State of the Union rich not
the annual Camden Garden Club
only in the best traditions of our
awards meeting was held before an Republic and the memories of great
audience which overflowed the seat- men, but favored with unusual, one
ing capacity with hundreds stand- ; might almost say w ith unique, natural
ing and many turned away, an audi- j beauty.
cnee colorful, animated and keenly i “Maine has been called, not withlnterested and appreciative. It was I out propriety. ‘The playground of
a mingling of townspeople and mem- 1 America.’ Most of its citizens, I am
hers of the summer colony, together sure, would insist that it is to them
with many from Rockland, Thomas- much more than that. Still, it sugton, Hope, Belfast and other of the gests no reflection upon the industry
outlying towns.
• of this great commonwealth to speak
In a reserve section for Mr. and of its territory as a paradise of rest
Mrs. Bok’s personal friends were and recreation to those who seek in
noted Mr. and Mrs. Cyrigs II. IK. its borders the relaxation from strain
Curtis, Donald Dodge, Mrs. William in their various occupations. The
Tudor Gardiner, Rev. and Mrs. Ralph indented coast-line of Maine, its
mountains nnd its lakes, the widesweeping undulating verdure of its,
forests and the murmur of its
streams, under the radiance of sum
mer skies, mingle their voices in the
call of nature to return to her
fountain of life; and ever augment
ing thousands come in the days of
summer with eagerness to lay aside
their cares and renew their youth in
this delightfully temperate climate.
“This evening, by the kindness of
the Governor, we are permitted to
welcome His Excellency to Camden
and to greet him as the principal
speaker of the evening. I have,
therefore, the honor to express to
you, Governor Gardiner, the appre
ciation of your presence here tonight
in Camden.”
The Governor of Maine

Governor Gardiner Spoke

Hayden, Mrs. Curtis and family, and
others whose names are well known
in the summer colony. Occupying
one of the boxes were Col. and Mrs.
E. A. Robbins, Frank Bibb, Mrs. E.
J. Cornells, and several of their
friends.
Ladies of the Garden Club acted as
ushers—Mrs. F. E. Morrow, Mrs. C.
P. Brown, Miss Aldine Gilman, Mrs.
Raymond Conley, Miss Lucine A rati,
Miss Harriet Gill, Mrs. Elmer Joyce
and Mrs. Owen (Staples.
The stage was effectively decorated,
with its backing of palms, and a
solid bank of green boughs across the
front extending along the boxes.
Huge bouquets of goldenrod and
Queen Anne’s lftce flunked the boxes.
in front of which appeared clusters
of American flags.
Previous to the exercises the Cam
den Bd^’s’ Band, under the direction
of Clarence Fish, rendered several
selections, making a most favorable
impression on the audience, not only
by the really remarkable playing of
an organization scarcely over a year
old, but by the fine appearance of
the boys with their uniforms of
white trousers and shirt, gray cape
lined with garnet and gray caps with
garnet trimmings. A feature of this
part of the program was the cornet
solo by Clifton Dean who played “The
Sunshine of Your Smile” very well
despite the few’ lessons he has taken.
At 8 o’clock the committee in
charge took its place on the stage—
Miss Teresa Arau, president of the
Camden Garden Club: Hon. William
Tudor Gardiner, Governor of Maine;
Hon. David Jayne Hill, former As
sistant Secretary of State and former
Ambassador to Germany; and Ed
ward W. Bok, later in the evening
joined l»y Mrs. Bok and Josef Hof
mann.
The meeting was formally opened
by Miss Arau, who with gracious
dignity extended greetings of the club
to all present, continuing to explain
briefly the rules governing the
awards and stressing the importance
of expressing appreciation to all those
who are endeavoring to beautify
Camden. Miss Arau closed her re
marks by introducing Mr. Hill who
acted as chairman for the evening.

Gov. Gardiner, receiving a rousing
hand from the audience following
Mr. Hill's introduction, said: “It
gives me great pleasure to be pres
ent at a kind of meeting which I
wish were duplicated in many other
towns In Maine. May I extend of
ficial congratulations to this com
munity for the effort that is being so
successfully made to beautify your
surroundings. Truly the hand of the
Creator was kind to the Stale of
Maine. We have all the variety of
scenic and seasonal beauties that can
he hoped for in one State. For in
land scenery our lakes whether
frozen in winter or stilled in the
quiet of a summer evening have no
equal; our coast in sunshine or in
snow’ possesses singular beauty.
“But we must interfere with na
ture to make our existence possible.
We must have roads and homes and
factories. If nature has been kind
to us, it is but fair that we should
he as kind as we may be to nature.
Where we have displayed natural
beauties, we may yet by but slight
RUbstitue beauties of our own
making. We find nature ever ready
to cooperate. There is great satis
faction for the housekeeper who has
a house in order and there is
great satisfaction for the house
holder who has lawns and gardens
and paths in order.
“That a very little effort on the
part of individuals will make much
beauty in the appearance of a com
munity is notably demonstrated in
i the town of Camden. The stimulus
that Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Bok
have given to this effort is much ap
preciated. May Camden grow more
beautiful and be an inspiration to tho
rest of Maine.”
At this stage of the proceedings
enthusiastic recognition was given
a great musical genius in the intro
duction of whom Chairman Hill said:
“It is most fitting, and should be
the occasion for special interest and
continued on Page Two)

YOUR FAVORITE PQEM
If I had to live my fife again I would have
made a rule to rend some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The loss
of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

THE CHERRY FESTIVAL OF NAUMBURQ
(A ballad founded on fact)
Hard by the walls of Naumburg town,
Four hundred years ago
rrocoplus his soldiers led
To fight their Kaxon foe.
The blue Rky bent above the earth
In benediction mute;
The tranquil fields reposed content
In blossom, grain and fruit.

Chairman Hill’s Address

“The annual occasion which we
celebrate tonight,” said Chairman
Hill, “has come to possess the char
acter of a permanent institution
deeply affecting the life of this com
munity. It has already affected it
in three important ways.
“First of all it has furnished an
opportunity for the reunion of all
the residents of Camden, permanent
and temporary, without distinction of
persons for a purpose that is neither
commercial nor political, nor in any
sense partisan or sectarian, hut one
which appeals to what is common to
the better nature of all of us, the love
of natural beauty—a revelation of
Divinity which speaks directly to our
hearts.
“For the whole community to share
freely in this elevating sentiment is
not only a bond that unites us in the
feeling that there is more in human
life than our own separate desires
and their fulfillment, but it awakens
in us a larger outlook upon our privi
leges and our duties as members of
a community.
“The public recognition of indi
vidual endeavors in the interest of
the community does not exhaust its
beneficent effect in the success of
a few. It permeates the whole community. It provides for the stimula
tion of excellence in a manner that
gives the satisfaction that arises
from victory without leaving any
one with a sense of having been van
quished. Whoever has helped, even
in a small degre, to makp the world
more beautiful is blessed with a re
ward. He has not only given happi
ness to others, he has enlarged and
ennobled himself.
“Among the privileges afforded by
tihis annual festival is that of listen
ing to the words of wisdom from dis
tfngulshed personages not resident
,
,
. .
.
In Camden. At some of these re-

But vain the henediclte
Of tender, brooding* sky;
And vainly peaceful, smiling fields
Gave eloquent reply.
Unsoothed, unmoved In nature's calm.
The Hussite army lay—
A deadly, threatening human storm—
With Naumburg in Its way.
To swift destruction now seemed doomed
Tho dear old Saxon town—
Before Procopius the Great
The strongest walls went down.
But soon, upon the soft, calm air
Came sound of tramping feet:
The Hussites quickly flew to arms
Their hated foe to meet.

Ready they stood to face the charge—
The great gate opened wide,
And out there poured—not armed men—
But, marching side by side,
The little children of the town.
Whose bright eyes met their gaze
With Innocence and courage all
Unversed in war's dread ways.

i75

The men threw all their weapons down
At sight so strange and fair;
They took the children In their arms.
They stroked their flaxen hair.
They kissed their cheeks and sweet red lipa.
They told how hack at home.
They'd left such little ones as these.
And then they hade them come

To cherry orchards close at hand.
And there they stripped the trees
Of branches rich with clustered fruit;
Their little arms with these
They filled, and with kind words of peace.
They sent them back to town.
The soldiers then all marched away.
Nor thought of war’s renown.
Ami now each year, at cherry time.
In Naumburg you may see
The little children celebrate
This strange, sweet victory.
Once more the sound of tramping feet
Is heard, as side by side
They march throughout the quaint old town.
In childhood's joyous pride.

Once more they bear within their arms
j Green branches, thro’ whose leaves
■ Ripe cherries gleam, that tell a tale
More strange than fancy weaves,
Ahout a bloodless battle fought

unlens wt have had the pleasure of I

,,.,Four <*enturle"

when children saved old Naumburg town
,.onquerta<

f,„.

- TraiuUlwl from the Uernan
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(Continued from rage One)
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the gratitude on our part, that, in cele made a striking appearance In a
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Aug. 27, 1929, there was brating the beauty of nature, our gown of rose printed georgette and
printed a total of 6200 collies.
pearls. In presenting the awards.

WATER FOR LIONS

THE FASHION SHOP —with The Hat Shop—

This Time, However, It Was
Water Purity and Not
Water Power

____
I
Another interesting educational
talk in the splendid series given
weekly before the Rockland Lions
Club was presented yesterday by Dr.
/>«<*(
El liter W. Campbell, director of the
division of sanitary engineering.
Other speakers have discussed
various phases of the water power
"Briqht colleqe years, re
New Garden or Lawn
question, but Dr. Campbell treated
marked. Ann, "are so much,
First, best lawn. William G. Wil
water frem quite another standpoint
liams. Union street.
brighter to me when. 1 have
Second, best garden Mrs. Arthur —the protection of public health. He
a few stylish, frocks on. hand
referred to algae, the harmless plant
Webster. Sea street.
for all occasions. I'mqoinq
which
produces
such
unpleasant
ef

Best Old Lawns
fects upon water which is used for
New Frocks, just fresh from our show rooms—no two alike—Canton Crepes,
I leave.to First, A. B. Bennett, Elui street.
drinking purposes.
The Rockland
Second, Walter Bowden. Elm street. water system is one of the few in the
Satins, Coverts Frocks, Fancy Cloths
Third, Mrs. Etta Wright, Brookside State which makes a systematic at- J
avenue.
tempt to cut down or eliminate this ;
Fourth, Fred S, Beal, Cross street.
growth.
WOMEN’S AND MISSES’
Best Old Garden
Since 1902. when the Laboratory ;
First. Mrs. Charles S. Smith, Sea was established. 40,000 samples of
Josef Hofmann Plays
council, and two relating to bond
street.
water have been analyzed. At the be- i
Second Mrs. Eden C. Maddocks, ginning there were as high as 1500 •
Issues for bridge and highway build
Of Transparent Velvet—Smart Chiffons
Mr. Hofmann, of the Curtis Insti
cases of typhoid in this State an- 1
Elm street.
Soft warm textured fabrics in the new weaves and
ing. The others are questions under tute of Music of Philadelphia, who
Third,
Herbert
S.
Duffeil.
Elm
nually.
with
200
to
300
deaths.
Last
|
Note—Now Women’s sizes to 48
the referendum law and relate to the is summering in Camden, graciously street.
latest accepted fall and winter modes
year there were 250 to 300 cases and '
consented to play on this occasion.
export of hydro-electric power and Steinway concert grand piano hav
Fourth. Guy Cttcinotta. Elm street.
only 40 deaths
»
In the State there are 163 public I
the increase of the gasoline tax. ing been shipped from New York Outstanding New and Old Gardens or
water supplies, serving nearly half a |
Lawns
These measures have had full con for the purpose. As he entered frem
sideration at the hands of the legis- , tlle
he was greeted wifh an
Mrs. Frank Thorndike, Rawson million persons, and 150 commercial ;
spring water establishments. Public 1
ovation
that
must
have
warmed
the
avenue
..
.
1
lators and were adopted. It is nowLT , cock]eg
of....
h,g h<,art inured_ though
heating and 'lighting supplies have
Harry Joy. Limerock street.
independent water systems which
the business of the voters at large to j he may be. He has changed but
Ralph S. Tyler Chestnut street.
indicate their opinion. The laws of little since the early years when his ; Capt. Jack Haynes, Bay View street. also have to be inspected.
All plumbing should be inspected
r
E. H. Tinker. Highland avenue.
Maine make it possible for the people remarkable talent electrified the
by men qualified to do so, and to
, , ,
, ' .
musical world.
The lights were
Arthur Davis. Cedar street.
to say what they want. But they , lowered ag hg geat(d himgglf at thg
that end 250 inspectors have been ap- *
Leslie Marshall, Pearl street.
pointed this year. The licensing of ,
have got to go to the voting places ( piano, and after a brief touching of 1 Mrs. Ada Wasgatt, Pearl street.
boys’ and girls’ camps, roadside
to say it. In the midst of a season the keys and a moment of medita- | Frank Alexander, Pearl street.
Stands and over-night camps must .
when one has not yet got over the tion. he gave his first number, ■ Allen Payson, Atlantic avenue.
Chopin's exquisite “Ballade A-flat
Mrs. Diana Brown, Washington also be inspected, with especial ref- j
relaxation of summer-time, it is not
erence to water supply, food hand- i
major," followed by the “Valse A-fiat street.
easy to arouse interest in these mat major," of the same contjioser. In
In all 3054 '
Clarence E. Thorndike, Washington ling, screenings, etc.
places were visited last year.
ters of public policy. The individual response to the ovation which greet street.
Dr. Campbell made especial refer
Washington
must prove his patriotism by per ed each number he played three cn- i Eugene ' Mitchell,
ence to the Owl’s Head case of a few
cores, “Naples'’ (Liszt), "Turkish street.
sonally getting his ballot to the poll
March” (Beethoven) and a Chopin' Alfred N. Gray. Washington street. years ago, when an epidemic was at
ing place. And it is incumbent upon Nocturne.
Mrs. Willard C. Colburn, Pleasant tributed to a typhoid carrier. He
also gave some expert advice as to
him if these measures to be passed
It is difficult to describe Mr. Hof street.
Such as Gage, Hertel, Hollywood, Catalina, Wayne made.
the digging of wells, recommending j
upon have any concern for him. The mann's playing, his execution is so ' Antonino Sparta, Pleasant street.
that
they
be
enclosed
with
a
cement
’
marvelous, his artistry so impec
Owen Staples, Union street.
Large head sizes of the youthful types and of all desired
law makes it possible for him to reg
cable his Interpretative powers so
Mrs. George Simmons, Rawson wall so as to eliminate surface water
ister his opinion. If he fails to do subtle. To attempt a description avenue.
and unwholesome drainage. Wells I
colors and shapes.
so and things are found to turn out would bring into play the entire
Mrs. Anna Creamer, Knowlton should also have a watertight cover.
The use of chemicals in supplies of
to his dissatisfaction, in the language gamut of musical expression, fcr his street.
work is llawless in every point. Mar Honorable Mention Gardens or Lawns public drinking water was discussed.
of the day he has no kick coming.
Filtration is fine but fails to keep the
velous cadenzas, exquisite pianissimo,
Mrs. Oscar Grinnell, Limerock water free of bacteria. Of the avail- |
scintillating staccato, vibrant power,
street.
able Chemicals chlorine gas is used J
We think Camden for a number of and the most glorious singing tone
George Conant, Jaqpbs avenue.
by 76 companies—four pounds to a
reasons stands unique among the ' are a few of the many features of his
Arthur Knowlton, Jacobs avenue.
million galjons The statement that it
summer centers of Maine. In partic- I playing. It was an event in itself
Capt. Frcemont Arey, Bay View kills flowers and fish is fallaceous, ac
THE OLD FOLKS DANCED
to watch his hands, for he plays with
ular is this true in respect of its remarkable ease. For thn«e music street.
cording to Dr. Campbell, who cited
George H. Rogers. Bay View street. a Bath case where it was alleged that
prosperous garden club and the Bok starved particularly, the opportunity
E. G. Young, Ohestnut street.
chlorine gas had killed- 18000 worth While Mellie Dunham Played the Fiddle—An Incident of
to
hear
this
world
famed
artist
will
awards which annually serve to focus
. E. M. King. Chestnut street.
of carnations.
The trouble was
never be forgotten.
public attention upon the aesthetic
Mrs. Eugenia Fischer, Chestnut traced to local gas.
That Outing In Auburn
Awarding
the
Prizes
[
street.
and practical value of community
In all about 154.000 tests of various
Thomas
L.
French,
Washington
“With full appreciation of the elo
kinds were made by the department
beautification. The details of the
quent address of Gov. Gardiner and street.
last year, at an expense to the State centered Monday on the annual field rived shortly after 10 o’clock. Mellie
celebration of this public feature. the admirable renditions of Mr.
George W. Mutch, Washington
of $16,000. Dr Campbell h Id his day of the Three Quarter Century ■ ls a member of the club and the Mo
told upon another page, illustrate the ' Hofmann, we are now approaching street.
listeners that tile State will gladly
lin he played was the famous one he
Clarence
Mitchell.
Washington
interest which is possible to be' de- , the climax of the evening," said Mr.
make water analysis for merely duli in Auburn. From the well told:I carried to Dearborn when he was the
street
transportation charges, and will fur - :y in Monday's Lewiston Journal guest of Henry Ford and was engaged
vclopcd and which every community Hill.
Orrington Cross. Washington street
“At this point an ^introduction
nish sewerage plans .
the following extracts are taken:
subsequently in a vaudeville tour. In
may with rich profit seek after.
feert C. Bean. Spring street.
would be superfluous. Year in and
speaking of it. Mellie, with a twinkle
President Smalley expressed his
Jack Kennedy. Collins street.
year out, for a long period of time,
in his eye which characterizes much
pleasure at seeing Lions D. E. Crock
Maine men and women whose span
you. have known the fruitful lives(■ AMiss Josephine Osborn, Elm street ett and F. D. Fitzpatrick of the- Cam
JOHN BROWN'S BODY
of his conversation, pointed to the
of’life has bridged the day of stage i
and bountiful benefactions of the two I Mrs. Kate Sherman. Elm street,
instrument and said, "That’s a vio
den Club and Dr. A 11. Chase of th
■
oach
and
world
going
airship:
whose
:
beloved
fellow-citizens who areMrs. Lucius \V. Howe, Mechanic Boston Club. Other visitors wer
lin now. It was a fiddle when I start
The Sun is running as a feature "A now to distribute the prizes which : street
memory recalls the dark days cf the j
Tobias Smalley. Rockland: John J Civil War;
through
a
World j ed. I'm soloist but I used to be a
John T. Fish, Mechanic street.
fact a da.v about New York State.” the committee to the best of its ability
077J
fiddler.”
Caln, Fredericton. N. 'B.: John An War;
“Fresh from the Gardens’
whose
radioed
messages
Samuel Salvo. Mechanic street.
Mellie’s selections were Jingle
One of those, headed "John Brown's has awarded. We are impatfc-nt to
drews, West Rockport; and Sher now replace the slow post of the first I
Leo Strong. Pearl street.
Bells, The Girl 1 Left Behind Me,
Grave,” recalls to D. O. Smiley a hear the awards. These will now be
wood Watts, Bethlehem. Penn.
half of the last century—some of
Charles Atkins. Knowlton street.
Miss McLeod's Reel. Turkey in the
' announced by Mr. and Mrs. Bok.” ’
In
the
absence
of
"Patchy,
”
Maur

whom.
even,
are
living
a
wedded
life
discussion which was carried on in | They were given a splendid greet
William Tiffany, Knowlton street.
Straw and Devils Dream. Following an(J j^r j>umont was jn charge of grandstand and the speakers’ stand
ice
Lovejoy
acted
as
director
cf
th
long
enough
to
encompass
the
modern
these columns several years ago. A ing as tributes to the affection held
Roger Rhodes. Sea street .
vocal stunts.
miracles of science—assembled today this number. 20 or 30 couples I „ie emergoncy loom, but llp t0 nPOn. was packed for the contests.
Henry E. Handren, Sea street.
Hail j,ecn n0 emergencies
correspondent having advanced the 1 for both who have long been summer
Talking pictures were taken as tho
The
attendance
chart
went
into
on the State Fair Grounds in Lewis- ' marched tlie length of the grand-| (jme
Mrs. E. E. Rokes. High street.
' residents of Camden, and whose in
I except [hat two or “three persons winners were announced .and the
ton—the annual State meeting of the stand to the music of Mellie s
statement that Brown's burial place
commission.
Allie O. Pillsbury, High street.
mous fiddle. Mellie and Gram plan dropped in to rest. This is unusual prizes were awarde .while Mellie
terest in the town and its beautiThree Quarter Century Club. More
was in this vicinity (was it Deer cation is deeply appreciated by the
to go to Florida this winter where where so many people are gathered. played.
Jay H. Moody, High street.
i than 4,000 were estimated to have
THE COUNTY LEAGUE ; been present at some time during Mellie will play at a fiddlers’ con Mrs. Sarah Bird of Portland 81
Island?) a spirited controversy arose year-around residents.
Percy A. Luce. Mt. Battle street.
Mrs. Bok
test though not as one of the contes years old. won the knitting contest
in which a number of persons took
~
.
the day, bringing the number, with
and was presented the prize, a ther
Rockland Pulls a Surprise By friends and relatives, that came to tants.
part in proving and disproving that
Gov. Gardiner said:
RUN IS HALF COMPLETED
mos bottle.
the
fair
grounds
to
at
least
6,500.
contention. Mr. Smiley was one of
It is a great pleasure for me to
Blanking Thomaston — Officers were elected thus:
extend on behalf of the citizens of our
„
,
’ ’ ’ ’
,,,
the contestants upon whose side
President. A. M. Dunbar. Waterville State of Maine official greetings to
Durin* the intervals Mellie I)unGame Here Tonight
Vice President. W. W. Perry, Cam the members of this notable organirested the conclusion that it was not Essex Challenger Has Had One Puncture, But the Motor
fiddled and Gram danced on the
den.
zation. Credit for the organization sneakers’ stand in front of the grandin Maine soil that the dust of the
Since 1840 thl« firm has
COMING GAMES
Secretary, Rev. D. H. Bartlett, and execution of this pleasant meet- stand "ith a step as light and careHas Never Stopped
faithfully served tho families
great abolitionist agitator lay aTuesday (5.10)—St. George vs. Skowhegan.
ing belongs to the society voluntarily ^ree as ar*y one
^er grandchilof Knoz County
moldering. “I thought you would be
Executive committee, E. E. Park maintained by the people of the drenCamden, at Rockland.
LADY ATTENDANT
hurst,
Presque
Isle,
Judge
George
C.
Saturday
(3
p.
m.)
—
Thomaston
at
interested,” Mr. Smiley writes, “to
State and dedicated to tlie ideal of
Mrs. Ellen Knowles of Corinna.
How many miles per gallon of gas
When the hour of 8.05 arrived this
Tel. Day 450;Night 701-1
Wing, Auburn, Mrs. Ellen Hurd Tib- assisting all within our borders, both "earing a flowered costume of Co
Camden.
know that The Courier-Gazette was morning the Essex Challenger had will the car average on the run?
AMBULANCE SERVICE
• • • •
bit
ts,
Sanford.
young and old. to a full share of the ienlal days, also stepped into the
The public is invited to submit
several years ahead of the Sun in reeled i ff 48 of its 100 hours’ endur
Judge George C. Wing of Auburn health and happiness of life—the . midd.e of the stand at the sound of
Rockland 4, Thomaston 0
answers to these two problems, and
president
of
the
club
made
a
brief
settling the question.” The article ance run, and was still going strong the person who comes nearest to the
Maine Public Health Association. Mellie's dance tunes and did a vaWith Jones, former Harvard alh- ,
Speech of welcome referring to the
to which lie calls attention reads:
without the motor having ever missed correct figures will receive 104) gal lete on- the mound, Rockland blanked statement of Moses in the Bible that Younger men and women have given I riety of steps with the ease of a girl.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Both dancers were applauded vigor
lons of Tydol Ethyl gasoline and $10 Thomaston on the latter’s home the days of man are three score years frcely of their day that this day
The rfrave where John Brown's a clip.
ously.
The
space
'betwreen
the
ground yesterday afternoon 4 to 0.1 and ten. but lie said that right-living might be pleasant for the elders.
body lies a-moldering—while his soul
And the only stop of consequence in gold.
♦ • • •
goes marching on—is hidden away In made by the car was in Camden
Wherever the Essex Challenger The Rockland manager had some has increased this time considerably
the heart of the Adirondack Moun where a puncture necessitated a goes, and it goes all over Knox Coun difficulty in assembling a team for ’ as was shown by the large number
It is partly in the spirit of the
tains. It is on a 243-atre farm in the change of tires.
ty, the public is exhibiting much in this game, but when the outfit did' gathered there in the morning and Injunction, "Honor thy father and
town of North Elba, Essex county,
The Blaisdeli Auto Company has terest in the performance, and many arrive on the scene of action it gave he extended a hearty welcome to the thy mother” that your friends have
about three miles south of Lake Pla received already a large number o-f wagers have been laid as to the a very good Recount of itself.
worked and come together here, not
guests.
cid. It is near a 100,000-acre tract answers to its questions, and they number of miles the car will have
Thomaston is credited with only .
prompted by a sense of duty, but
given by Gerrlt Smith for the wel show a wide and interesting varia traveled.
two hits, but one of them was very
Mrs. Evelyn Barton Rittenhouse. led by a full heart. Many of you are
fare of the negro race in the early tion, it is hinted. Lest we forget the
The 100 hours’ run will terminate “scratchy.”
secretary of the St. Petersburg, (Fla.) here with your own kindred, many
part of the last century. John Brown questions are here repeated.
Rockland scored its first run in the Three Quarter Century club, ad younger ones, whose "old folks,” as
exactly where it began-—in front of
bought the farm in 1849, and it was
How many miles will the car run The Courier-Gazette office at noon second inning on Oney’s double, fol dressed li^r audience as “boys and we love to call them, have gone on,
presented to the State by Henry
lowed by Wotton’s single. Two m >re girls.” She said that in the United are here to enjoy your company as
Saturday.
in
that 100 hours?
Clews of New York in 1895 as a
tallies were added in the third while States are 23.000,000 who hav- well as to be of service to you.
monument to Brown's memory. The
The lifetime of each of you spans
the Thomaston battery was Indulging reached the age of 75 or more, that
famous abolitionist lived there prior
NORTH WALDOBORO
in two bases on halls, a passed ili.l there are more than 20,000 who are the period in the development of our
WHITE
HEAD
to his participation in the slavery
Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Eugley have and a wild throw. The last score was over 100, that there are 14 clubs in nation that gives us the right to
A. H. Calder, executive officer of
war In Kansas, and his family was
moved into the house recently va made in the same manner as the the country similar to theirs, but thrill with pride at the mention of
the
cable
boat
Pequot,
at
present
en

living there at the time of his raid
the United States. You? memories
cated by Fred Witham.
first—on a double and a single, al Maine is the biggest.
TO ITS CUSTOMERS
at Harper’s Ferry. After his execu gaged on the White Head to MatiniMrs. Maude Mank and Elsie and though the respective hatters on this
She advised the Maine club ta anb- retail traditions and events in the
cus
cable
spent
the
weekend
with
his
tion at Charlestown. Ya., in 1859, his
history
of
the
State
of
Maine
that
Ednah Howard were in Waldoboro occasion were Murphy and Mealy.
dlvide the State organization Into
body was taken to the North Elba wife and children, who are passing
we love to hear. It is more than
Friday.
There were several fast plays in county anil town clubs. This would sentiment that urges you to tell us
farm in accordance with his ex the summer at H. W. Andrews' Nor
John Burnheimer is having some the game, including two doubles. give a chance for more activities than
ton
’
s
Island.
pressed wish. The farm is the Mecca
hew because at present the members of “old times.” Of whatever age we
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey O. Goff and repairs made on his house. Side- The score:
of thousands of summer tourists in
llrtger and Pitcher are the carpenters.
gsn meet only once a year. If they may be we hope to see progress in
Rockland
son
Richard
of
Westbrook
were
the Adirondacks. Near the inclosure
hsil smaller community clubs, they the future. We can direct our ef
Rev. George B. Davis of North Jay
ab r bh th po
surrounding the grave a granite block weekend guests of Capt. and Mrs. preached at the M. E. Church here
could meet at more frequent intervals forts tor the ftiture most effectively
Wahie,
if
........
Arthur
Beal
at
White
Head
Light.
has been erected as a monument, and
rind then make the annual State by a realization and appreciation of,
Sunday.
Fowler,
)li
.....
the old unpainted two-story farm
the past that you have helped.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Alley and fam
meeting, the year's event.
Several members of Maple Grange Jones, p ............
We defer to your experience, wo
house built by Brown in 1850, is still ily of the Light are on a three weeks'
( Mrs. Rittenhouse emphasized the
motored to Coopers Mills Tuesday to Oney, ss ..........
honor your traditions. • We rejoice
standing.
visit to their former home in Jones- attend Lincoln Pomona.
usefulness of older people in the com
with you in the glorious climate and
Wotton. lb .....
port.
munity. She asked her audience if
A very pleasant day was spent
Noting with approval a recent ar
they remembered the remark of a sane manner of living here in our
Miss Agatha Alley is visiting Mrs. Sunday at the Morse homestead and Knight, c .......
beautiful State that keeps your vi
college professor who made the state
ticle in this column dealing with th? John Kelley for two weeks.
relatives numbering 20 sat down to a Murphy, 2b .....
tality young. Let us frive over this
Chisholm, 2b ..
ment
recently
that
men
and
women
fine
dinner
which
was
much
enjoyed.
Capt. and Mrs. Everett Mills.
subject of noises, a contribution
day as a common birthday to you all. j
Mealy, ef ......
should
bo
chloroformed
after
they
Those
present
were
Mrs.
Addle
Accept our congratulations and our
signed “A Warren Taxpayer” desires U.S.C.G.. spent the weekend in Rock
! reached 60 years of age because they
Achorn of Orffls Corner Mr. and Flanagan, rf ..
land and vicinity.
well wishes. Give us, in return, a
to add to the list of objectionable
1 were no longer of any use.
Mrs.
Bert
Maxey,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bruce
share in the mellow’ sunshine of your
Mrs. Marlon Dow of Wakefield,
18 4 5 7 15 4 1 | She spoke of some of the great artnoise producers the ubiquitous family Mass., and friends have been guests Higgs and daughter of Rockland,
Thomaston
i ists that did their best work in their lives.«
• • • •
radio, which in the opinion of the of Mrs. J. K. Lowe at Spruce Lodge Lester Shibles and son of Orono. Mr.
ab r bh tb po a e cdvanced years: Titian was painting
and
Mrs.
Miles
GHdden
and
daughter
COME IN AND PAW THEM OVER, AND IF YOU
correspondent “is getting to be a for the past two weeks.
So far as could be learned early
L. Sawyer, ss ....
0 0 0 at 90. Michel Angcio did some of his
of
Providence,
R.
I.,
Mrs.
Alice
Morse
Miss Ella Flood and Miss Myrtle
Boggs, 2b ..........
nuisance.” Enumerating some of the
2 2 0 best work after he was 80. Faust was Monday afternoon, the eldest per
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Virgil
Morse
and
DON’T LIKE THEM AFTER YOU GET HOME,
Flood of Rockland were Sunday visi
1 0 0 J written after Goethe was 80 years son present was Mrs. Elizabeth
Hinckley, 3b .....
Shortcomings of the radio, among tors at their home on Rackliffe sons of this place.
Brown cf Bartlett street, Lewiston,
3 0 0 old.
M. Sav.yer, lb, p
BRING THEM BACK (ANY TIME) AND WE
them the keeping of listeners awake Island.
0 2 0 ! Auburn’s welcome to the club was who was 99 years old last March.
Condon, p, lb ..
COMING GAMES
H.
W.
Andrews
was
a
weekend
Mrs.
Brown
is
very
active
for
her
into unholy hours of the night and
WILL EUY THEM OF YOU, PROVIDED YOU
Vinal. cf ...........
0 0 0 extended by Mayor Fred Walton and
guest at F. H. Moore's. Rockland.
Four games in the Knox County
the disturbance often of innocent
9 0 0 G. Lawrence Winslow for the Cham years, was enjoying the day greatly
Miss Kathryn Andrews who has League will be played on Labor Day. Patch, c ............
HAVEN’T WORN THEM TO A DANCE OR
and
last
week
she
took
a
trip
to
ber
of
Commerce.
W.
W.
Perry,
sec

neighbors who at the end of a busy been on a three weeks visit in Hart Morning (10 o’clock), Camden at Felt, If ................
retary of the club, responded. He Clinton.
SOMEWHERE.
Rockland and St. George at Thom- '
day are yearning for sleep, the writer ford, Conn., has returned home.
Mrs. Elvinia Snow’, 90 years old of
said he could express the sentiments
H. H. Andrews of Hartford mo land at Camden; and Thomaston at Kelley, rf
of the club in just ten words, which Lisbon Falls, was another of the
declares that upon tio account would
tored here and spent the weekend St. George.
elder members present.
were these: —
WE HOPE YOU WILL BE THE ONE TO GET THE RADIO.
he "have a radio in the house!” with ills parents at Norton's Island.
1C 0
2 15 4 1
The fans will be glad to know that
Rowell Leavitt of North Leeds asks
"Happy, happy,, happy are we
Rockland
.........................
0
1
2
10
—
1
ANYWAY, WE LL GIVE YOU ONE CHANCE CN EACH DOLLAR
While all for the quiet life, we could
The cable boat Pequot is at present the sport will continue through the
if any other member bf the Maine
To accept your big hospitality.”
Two-base Uits, Oney, Murphy.
The 103d Hobb’s band played for Legislature of 1868 was present be
hardly accompany our correspond busy laying the telephone cable be week, this being the schedule:
PURCHASE
tween White Head and Matinicus
Wednesday (5 p. m.)—Thomaston Bases on balls, off Jones 1. oft' Condon the singing and before the opening of sides himself.
ent in his cataloguing of the radio. Island. Former commander George
4.
Struck
out,
by
Jones
5,
by
Condon
at Rockland.
The Bed Cross maintained an
the program played a concert con
Rather should we class it with the Carmine of the Eastern Division of
Thursday (5 p. m)—Camden at 6. by M. Sawyer 3. Sacrifice hit, sisting of the old time airs, which emergency room under the grand
Boggs.
'Hit
by
pitcher.
Jones.
telephone and the victrola, both of the C. G. is a guest on hoard. Charles Thomaston.
these “boys and girls” have loved in stand during the day.
Poland
water
was
dispensed
Friday (5 p. m.)—St. George at Double plays. Condon, Boggs and M. their youth.
which are subject to mlsue, but Berg. division superintendent of
•Sawyer;
Fowler.
Wotton
and
Knight.
|
coast guard telephones is superin Rockland.
A feature of the morning session through the courtesy of the Ricker
are not the less yielilers of great com tending the work which is expected
Umpires,
Felt
and
Beaton.
Scorer,
Saturday (3 p. m.)—St. George nt
was a group of violin solos by Mellie brothers.
Winslow.
Several nurses were in attendance
to he completed by Sept. 1,
Camden.
fort to humanity.
Dunham. Mellie and ‘Gram’’ ar-

hosts have provided for us the en
Notary Public.
joyment of some rare masterpieces
of Art; in particular of music, that
Therefore when thou doest thine• | form of Art which, by its more intinlms, do not sound a trumpet before mate revelation of the harmonies
thee, as the hypocrites do in the syna- | of the invisible world, penetrates to
gogues and in the streets, that they | depths of feeling in our inmost namay have glory of men. Verily I say . ture as human beings which respond
’ I
unto you they have their reward.—
to its appeal even more completely
Matthew 6:2.
than to that of outer form and color.
"A master of world-wide fame,
who at this moment stands facile
UP TO THE VOTER
princeps among his colleagues as a
pianist has consented to render for
It's a matter of only ten days to us two selections from two of the
the appearance of Maine voters in great musical composers. To supply
the booths for the purpose of ex to this rendition its highest perfec
pressing their views upon five mat tion. a Steinway piano—the only in
strument the artist uses in his pub
ters issuing last winter from the leg lic performances—has been sent from
islature. Three of these deal with New York for this occasion. 1 have
amendments to the constitution—one the pleasure to present to tills audifor filling vacancies in the governor's !ence Josef Hofmann,
Before me,

PRANK B. MILLER.

Annual FallFashion Event

Mr. and Mrs. Bok alternated, each
giving a brief description, oftimes
interspersed with witty remarks, of
the circumstances surrounding the
winning of the prize. Each piizcv inner was greeted with hearty ap
plause. The awards for the year, as
made by Mr. and Mrs. Bok were:
• • • •

Advance Showing of Charming New Dresses and Coats
in the Latest Autumn Mode

Delightful Street and Afternoon Styles $16.50

to nay a visit, before

The Fashion Shop

FUR TRIMMED COATS

SMART NEW GOWNS

Hats of Known Makes Only

Really ReSres&es*

»•••

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE'S

FOR DOLLAR DAYS

THE BOSTON SHOE STORE
IS OFFERING

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS

10 S 20 - ;, 30% DISCOUNT
10% ON ALL NEW FALL GOODS
20% ON LATE SUMMER STYLES
30% ON BROKEN LOTS

AND HUNDREDS OF PAIRS OF ODDS
AND ENDS AT
ONE DOLLAR ,

BOSTON SHOE STORE

Every -Cthsr-Rav
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TALK OF THE TOWN B1BLE schools close
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

HE TRIED

Work In Washington and (<

Aug. 31-Scpt. 1—Reunion of 34th C. A. C.
Burkettville Was Marked
at Wells Beach. South Portland.
Aug. 30 (3 to H p. in.) President W. S.
By Success
Wyman, speaker for Educational Club.
Sept. 2—Labor Day.
Sept.. 2—Labor Day celebration of Paving
The daily Bible schools in Wash
Cutters at Tenant’s Harbor.
ington and Burkettvllle, conducted
Sept. 9—City schools begin.
Sept. 9—Special State election on Referen by Miss Villa C. Burroughs, religious
dum questions.
director of children's work in the
Sept. 10—Supreme Court convenes.
S I™,"* °f thC
COUnt5''
Oct. 27—Wavy Day.

MELLIE’S

FIDDLE

.. . . .........

IMONTON’

“Uncle Fernando” Then Copped the Prixe At the Three-

Quarter Century Club’s Contest

but Mellie had gone. Then I wan
t Editor of The Courier’Gazett€:-“
j Y< s 1 went to tlie Three Quarter dered around for a space, and went
Century Club meet at Lewiston Fair up into the grandstand to find a seat.
I went into the first place I came to,
iGr0Unds' Throu*h th* court"V
which at other times would be a pri- I
COMING REUNIONS
.1 This Is the second summer that Mrs- Mori'is p<Try, I was taken over vate box. probably, and sitting in the '
Aug. 29—Robinson family at 'St. George daily Bible schools have been held and
as comfortably as I could first chair I found. I was literally
Grange hall.
In these places. When religious in sit in my old arm rocking chair at rubbing elbows with the great Mei j
Aug. 31—Leadbetter family at the home of
struction was inaugurated last year home. Mrs. Berry proved herself a lie. He proved to be a delightful old j
Xunlce T. Brown, North Haven.
boy. We talked for nearly an hour. ,
Aug. 31—-Knight family at Camp Nepenthe, it was in a sense experimental, us
He took out his fiddle and showed it !
Lake Quantibacook, Searsmont.
Sunday schools had not been held
Sept. 4- Wellman family at home of Na
to me. Then at my request he played
in these communities for several
thaniel Wellman In Hope.
two or three tunes for me softly, so ;
The attempt was made to
Sent. 22 Whitmore family at Crockett's years.
as not to disturb these around us. or (
hall,’ North Haven.
give as much instruction in the twothe people on the stage. He asked
week period as is usually given in
me to try his fiddle and told me it
Dana C. Cummings leaves shortly several weeks’ attendance at Sunday
was bis best one. I played ‘“Alabama
for Topsfield, Mass., where 4ie will school. The results far exceeded the
Again" waltz for him. He said ho1
teach school.
expectations. The children have not
never had heard it before, and asked
only remembered Bible stories, hut
me to play It again. He watched my
Thet-e will be a church service at many of them have increased theirI
fingers, rharply. Then he was called
Long* Cove at 4.30 Sunday. Rev. E, knowledge by special reading at '
, away to take part in the parade. By ,
O. Kenyon will preach.
home during the year.
,
the way Gram was sitting close by.!
The people in these communities i
all the while, and was equally as so- I
have
looked
forward
to
the
second
William Kelley has returned home
ciable as he. Mellie played “Turkey
from Tarrytown, N. Y., where he has year's Bible school, and the work j
in the Straw” for me, and told me
With tho children has been very gratt- I
it was formerly “Old Zip Coon,” but
been employed several years.
fying. Kindergarten instruction has |
| “Old Xip Coon" died some time an".
, Turkey in the Straw was born the
Marriage intentions: Justin Davis been given In addition to the lessons
i same day. When he went away to
and Arlene Perry; Joseph Hendrick taught the junior and primary chil„d«en. The teachers were Rev. J. I,.
! take part in the parade I moved over
son and Evelyn Morse—all of Rock
Corson, Mrs. Catherine Northrop of
j into his seat and had a fine view of
land.
Lynn, tand Miss Burroughs.
Mrs. I
' the stage and all the doings, until I
Kvie St
Studley of Meddmnk gave spe
i was called to take part in the fiddling
R. E. 'Phllhrick, Joseph Walker and cial temperance instruction at one
contest.
Milton French were in Portland yes day's session.
• • • •
terday attending the get-together of
Upon coming on the stage I met
the Chevrolet executives for this dis
him again. He knew me, then, and
IN MUNICIPAL COURT
trict.
leaned toward me and asked me if I
did not want hie fiddle for the contest,
Uncle Fernando, Prixe Fiddler
The beautiful gladiolus that this
as he thought it might be louder?
Clarence B. Wallace of Waldoboro
morning are illuminating the desk jpggled across the Knox County line
(he gig bet take part u a eonteetant)
of the gladioli editor came from the the other day while in a festive frame safe and expert driver in more than but 1 heard them ask him if he would
Summer street gardens of that ardent Of mind. It meant $10 and costs one traffic tangle among careless and act as one of the judges. I don't
home agriculturist Oliver F. Hills.
know if he accepted. Just as I stood
when Judge Miller heard the story. reckless drivers.
....
We went by way of Augusta, a up to my little stunt the band struck
The executive board and advisory
Augustus Pelegrano. who had tres beautiful drive. Things began to up and the word went around “the
council of the Knox County Fish and passed on Henry B. Bird's blueberry happen as soon as we arrived at 10 Governor has come” so I was told
a. m. Many old Civil War veterans and to wait awhile. After he spoke and
Game Association meets next Tues lands, was fined. $10 and costs.
comrades hailed me besides other old went away, I fiddled.
When I
day night at the Studley Camp, Me
. • • •
,
gunticook Lake. Supper will he
Joseph A Pease of Cushing was friends. In about an hour I had stopped, the man in charge took up the
charired with reck’ess driving hut drifted down to the *tage, where most , prize, asked me my name, then adserved at 6.30.
the Xies of the
T witnesses of the stunts were put over, and dressing the public said it gave him
R. V. Perlni of Sandusky, Ohio, who did not convince Judge Miller, and where tlie notables were sure to be great pleasure to,present to>Col. F. b.
found sooner or later. I found Mel- | I’hilbrick of Rockland this token as
completed Buckland Breakwater, was the respondent was discharged.
lie Dunham there fiddling, got a good | the winner of the prize for best fidin Boston on business this week, and
• • • •
standing place, five or six feet from dling.
could not resist a side trip to Rock
Wallace H. Spiller of Portland was him and watched and listened at
I think I thanked him, but am not
land. where he called upon members fined $10 and costs for operating a
short range. He was said to be at sure what I did. Of course the crowd
of the Carini family.
motor car not properly registered.
Ills best. It makes little difference cheered. While I was up on the stage
# * • »
what I thought of his playing, but I I told the announcer to call Mrs. Ja
William Sweeney leaves soon for. Perley W. Black of Tenant's Harbor
surely heard him play. Half an hour son Packard (91 years old) from tho
Denver, Colo., where he will repre- was fined $10 and costs for operating for hot coffee, and I wa» back again, audience and she would clog for them
i sent the local painters’ union at the a motor car not properly equipped
national convention. Mr. Sweeney is with lights.
» • • w
in an enviable position, having all
expenses paid as well as his wAjg«s,
P. A. Brown of Thomaston did not
during his absence.
recognize a “stop" sign and was fined
$10 and costs.
....
Philip Dondis, who starred on the
Rockland High School baseball team
John Hutchins of Stonington was
last spring, is to enter -Maine Cen committed to jail for 30 days, being
tral Institute this fall. He has quite unable to pay a fine for intoxication.
fully recovered from a severe case of
Infection caused by an injury to one
Abram Cassman pleaded not ’guilty I
of his hands while playing ball.
to the charge of failing to report an
accident to the State Highway Police,
Ambassador Dwight W. Morrow but was adjudged guilty and fined I
arrived at his North Haven summer $1'O and costs. /The matter goes to
home yesterday, on a month's vaca Supreme Court Ws a test case, At- [
tion from Mexico. The other mem . torney 'Pike maintaining that under .
Fancy Frame
bers of his family had preceded him'1 life new law no offense was comthere, with the exception of -his •mitled.
daughter. Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh,
who, with her distinguished husband,
Robert W. Dunstan of 'Somerville.
Summer Weight
has been in Cleveland this week.
Mass., was charged with reckless
driving at Friendship. The evidence
Four happy Grand Army comrades showed that the offense was of a
were in one of the ears which went technical nature and Dunstan was
to the Three-Quarter Century field let oft with payment of costs amount- .
day in Auburn Monday—Capt. H. R. ing to $7.18. The car pan into a cul- |
Huntley. F. S. iPhilbrlck, J. F. Wood- vert, due, the driver said, to avoid a
sum and Eugene Ryder. The oc pile of gravel in the highway. One
Fall Fabric
casion was especially pleasing to of the two passengers with him was
Capt. Huntley, as his granddaughter, said to be in a Portland hospital be
Mrs. M. B. l’erry was at the wheel, cause of injuries received.
* * • •
and his great-granddaughter. Mix*
Julia Molway was a member of the
Ehen Davis was fined $10 and costs
Fall Fabric
party.
yesterday for operating a motor truck
Which had insufficient headlights.
Ex-Governor Cobb was at the
Blaine House in Augusta as one of
Our Great Dollar Sale commences
the incorporators of the Maine Foun Thursday morning. Don't miss see
dation and was elected a trustee for ing the great bargains we are of
five years. The purposes of the cor- ferring in this sale. Mail orders will
iporation are the receiving and main A- filled. E. B. Hastings & Co.—
Rockland, Maine
taining, either absolutely or as filv.
103-104
trustee, of funds and applying the
income or principal thereof to pro
League Standing
mote the common welfare of the peo
Won Ixist PC.
ple and the well being of mankind Thomaston ................. 4
.666
throughout the State of Maine; and Rockland ..................... 4
.666
the promotion of any industrial, lit Camden ........................ 1
.333
erary, scientific, musical, charitable, St. George ................... 1
.200
educational.
social,
agricultural;
moral, religious or benevolent pur
The Ulm Minister is famous not
poses. Announcement was made at merely for its history and beauty,
Monday's meeting that an initial but also, for the fact that it has the
gift of $500 had been received, to highest church tower in the world,
start the work of the organization,
tQ a hpi
Qf 529 fpet
Tb© by-laws adopted provide fort
_____________
■the management and control of
BORN
the property, business and affairs of
-At Vinalhaven, Aug. 16, to Mr. anil
the corporation by the board of nine AIJ.BX
Mrs. Mlnal Allen, a son.
trustees.
WAlWWORTH—At Vinalhaven. Aug. 24, to

$1 Day Specials
CROCKETT’S

Extra Large Mirror.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00

1 Lot Children’s Dresses, 2 for.. .. .. . $1.00

Coat Hangers, 3 for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

.05

Ladies’ Gloves.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .49

Ladies’ Gloves.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . . .79
Tickets Here For the Radio

E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 16cto $1.00 STORE

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

DOLLAR DAYS
Thursday and Friday
August 29th and 30th
WE GIVE RADIO TICKETS
ONE WITH EACH $1.00 CASH PURCHASE
All Odd Lots Left From Dollar Days Will Be Closed Out Saturday At Cost
e)_____________________________ _______
irajanrazrarejaiBr

at my playing. She came and was
royally applauded.
If you read this carefully, you may
notice that this account makes it
appear that the most interesting do
ings centered around—
F. S. Philbrick.

CUSHING
Edward McNamara of Boston who
is with the upholstery department at
Jordan Marsh’s is a guest of his
brother William McNamara and sis
ter Mrs. William Boynton at their
farm here. They are also entertain
ing kinsmen from Damariscotta this
week and oilier guests who are ex
pected at their farm are cousins from
Connecticut, including Miss Betty
Thompson, who was their guest sev
eral weeks last summer.
Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Young motored
to Rockland Tuesday with Mr. and
Mrs. Davol who are summering at
Pleasant Point.
Mrs. Hans Freece, son Stuart. Miss
Jessie Smith and Mrs. Davol took a
trip to Port Clyde Sunday with
Daniel Young in liis motor-boat.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Killeran enter
tained a party of 50 cousins with a
few invited friends Tuesday at a
clam-bake at their shore.
Miss Orpha Killeran leaves for
Hinckley in a few days to resume her
work as teacher in the High School
there.
Miss Fannie Crute goes to Winsted,
Conn., this week to teach in the High
School. She has been a member of
that faculty for about 10 years.
Mrs. Granville Osier and children
have returned from their camping
trip in Damariscotta.
Mrs. Katie Olson is convalescing.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl and chil
dren of Rockland were at Vinal's
Point Sunday.
Charles Rivers and daughter Er
nestine of Washington were in town
Sunday at D. T. Rivers’ and calling
on old friends.
Frederick Nord is at M. J. Ma
loney's.
Mr and Mrs. Willis Vinal and son
Joe. with Principal and Mrs. Madden
of Warren were at the Vinal cottage
for the weekend.
J. Perie is having a 50x20 hen-pen
built to accommodate a large flock
of hens which he contemplates keep
ing as soon as he can get established.
B. S. Geyer and Hiram Ulmer are
helping him with his woyk.
Arietta Maloney is at home from
Waldoboro, whre she has spent the
greater part of the summer at the
home of her sister Mrs. Percy Moody.
A. C. Campbell is expected in town
soon to spend the month of Septem

j

u v

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

ber with his family at Orchard cot
tage.
Mr. and Mrs. Lozier Davis ot Pep
perell Mass., hay* b**n in town re
cently calling on relatives and friends.
Wilbur Strong of Thomaston was
recently in town in tlie interests of
the Centrcl Mai id Power Co.
Miss Lois Hallowell who has been
the guest of Miss Orpha Killeran has
returned to her home in Brockton,
Mass.
The summer colony is fast dis
appearing. Mrs. Olive Melendy and
children Francis and Jeannette re
turned Tuesday to their home in
Pepperell, Mass.; Mrs. Hans Freece

..............

■

and son Stuart left Wednesday for
their apartment in New York; Miss
Jessie Smith went to Providence, R. !
I., to take up her work In th* r*al
estate business; Mrs. Hattie Ames
expects her son Leslie Saturday with
whom she ls to return to Hartford,
Conn., for tlie winter; Mr. and Mrs.
S. P. Rockwell, children Dudley and
Marianna and maid Mrs. Elizabeth
Gripwshaw ar* to return to their home
in West Hartford. Friday; Rev. and
Mrs. Wheelock, children Frank and
Carol are to leave "Gray House”
for their liome in All-Saints Rectory,
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 3, having
spent the summer at their farm here.

EAGLE
Pi)«t Harvls Moon was over and
took a* * party last Thursday from
the Quipn House.
There was a picnic party from
North Haven and Spruce Head at E.
L. Carver's Sunday which included
P. L. Brown and family, Capt. and
Mrs. John Leogiond of North Haven,
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Howard keepers
at Great Spruce Head, “Porters.”
The islands will soon be back to
normal as the summer people return
to their homes.

Bersted 2-Burner Hot Plate $3.50
Universal Corona Percolator $5.95
(Six cup capacity)

Simplex Heating Pad $6.45

20% Discount on Floor, Boudoir
and Table Lamps
MANY OTHER SPECIALS

TICKETS GIVEN AWAY FOR THE RADIO

Central Maine Power Company
Rockland

Maine

'Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wadsworth, a son.

Martin, both of Rockland.

DIED

CRIEHAVEN
The seiners are having good
catches of herring, which are miSch
needed for lobster bait to be salted
for winter’s use.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dean have re
turned to their home in Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. II. J McClure have
returned from Rockland.
Mrs. Peter C. Mitchell is in Ban
gor for medical treatment.
Mrs. Ellis Simpson came from
Rockland last week. She was ac
companied by her mother Mrs. Flora
Brown.
A soeial dance was given in the
Community Club House Monday eve
ning in honor of the officers and crew
of the Pequot.
Leonard H. Rhodes of brookline,
Mass., visited relatives at Hillside
Farm last week. Everybody was glad
to see him and pleased to have him
here to view the laying of the tele
phone ,cable.
Practically
everyone
,
. .
..

PARKMAN—At Winthrop, Aug. 21. Ella, wife
(if Oscar Parkman of Lynn, Mass., aged
62 years.
JONES—At Palermo, Aug. 17. Alvah Jones,
aged 67 years, 1 month, 11 days.
FULLER—At Camden, Aug. 27. Mrs. Orrin B.
Fuller, aged 71 years. Funeral Thursday at
2 o’clock, interment In Camden.
CLARK—At Rockland, Aug. 29, Fred A. Clark,
aged 74 years. Funeral services at 2 o’clock
Sunday at the family residence, 74 Camden
street.
BARTLETT—At Rockport, Aug. 27, Bertha L.,
daughter of iMr. and Mrs. William Bartlett,
aged 2 months, 5 days.
WENTWORTH—At Lynn, Mara., August 27.
Carp A., widow of Joseph B. Wentworth.
Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock from Community
hall, Simonton.
LUDWIG—At Thomaston, Aug. 29, George W.
Ludwig, aged 65 years, 2 months, 10 days.

!

CARD OF THANKS

We take this way to thank Mrs. Morris
■ Perry for her courtesy in transporting us in
and from the Three Quarter Century Club
meeting in Lewiston; fur her watchful care
for our comfort enroute, and we also thank
Capt. and Mrs. Henry Huntley for the part
they may have had In helping us Io this tree
on the island was out to witness the- ,n(| delightful outing.
great event.
F. S. Philbrick, Eugene M. Ryder, Fred J.
Mrs. Helen Jameson and friends Woodsum.
Rockland, Aug. 27
•

who were at Surfside cottage the past
two weeks have returned to Boston.
Mrs. Arthur Tolllday and daughter
Grace have returned to their home in
West Roxbury.
The U.S.C.G. boat Pequot is lay
ing the telephone cable between Ma
tinicus Roek, Criehaven, Matinicus
hnd White Head Coast Guard Station.
The wiring will soon bo done, bring
ing these outer islands in direct com
munication. with the mainland. The
people of this community are vetW
grateful to all who were influential
In
bringing
achievement.

about

the

TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
NOrrOE—If the rascal who stole the three
tires and generator from my Ford will advise
me of the date of his next visit I will have
the rest of the Ford ready for him to steal
conveniently. HAROLD L. KARL, 11 'Granite

St.

TO LET—-Furnished apartment, 5 rooms,
gas stove, kitchen range, piano, lights, toilet,
$7.50 per week complete. V. F. STUDLEY, 67 !
Park St.
104-tf I
FOR SALE—J»'ew milch cow. W. 1’. BAR
RETT, Union, Me.. R. D, 2, Box 47
104*106
FOR SALE—Victor Outsole stitcher, price
wonderful right.
L. C. FIELDS, 19 Mcbcuit St' Tel.
651-R.

104 106

READ THE WANT AD8.

$1.00 Day Specials

Miss Florence Bailey of the Rich
ard Hudnut company will be at Senter
MARRIED
Crane Company’s sto^e all this week PAY-MARTIX—At Rockland. Aug. 21. by Rev.
W. S Rounds, Edward
Iiaj- and Etta I'.
introducing the new Du Barry treat
merit line.—adv.

r^rJ r-i rJ rJ r-l r jzrafi

awaaaagiaK

Thursday and Friday
August 29th and 30th
Tickets for Philco Console Radio Given Away
One Ticket With Each Dollar’s Worth

TOMORROW IS THE LAST DAY
New Lots Will Go On Sale
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Every-O ther-Day
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Berlin Is the cleanest large city in One is not allowed to throw things erty to have disorder or litter of
WALDOBORO
the world. All things that tend to upon the sidewalk, not even in the any kind whatsoever. The result is
Mrs. Laura Williams of Allston,
cleanliness
and
comfort
and
order.
disturb this perfection are forbidden. sacred precincts of one’s own prop
Mass, has been a guest of Mr. and
Mrs. George Howard and Mrs. Dora
H. Yorke.
Paul Rowe has been at home from
Auburn.
The Church Street schoolhouse is
being enlarged and repaired.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Whre, who have
been visiting Mrs. Ware’s parents Mr.
and Mrs. Janies Steele have returned
to New Jersey.
Mrs. George Greenlaw has returned
from Boston.
Mrs. Alice S. Clark of Somerville.
Mass., is t»he guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.
W. Sanborn.
Miss Marion Welt has returned
from Roslindale, Mass., where -she
has been for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Andrews of
Warren and Mrs. Mary Storer of
Boston have been at Mrs. Josephine
Storer’s.
Henry Estebrook returned to Syra
cuse Tuesday.
Mr .and Mrs. G. G. Thomson who
passed six weeks at their summer
home here have returned to Con
vent. X. J.
Carl Hoffses has sold his fish mar
ket to Mrs. John Burkett and bought
Young’s market in Rockland and will
now reside in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Raleigh and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boyden of Syra
cuse, have been guests at Riverside
rigidaire ice cubes are
Farm.
Capt. and Mrs. M. F. Wade of Wol
full size. And there is al
laston. Mass., have been at their home
ways plenty of them. For with
here for a few days.
Mrs. Ida Achorn is visiting rela
the new Cold Control you can
tives Ht Martin’s Point.
regulate freezing time at will.
E. F. Storer has returned to Brock
ton, Mass.
And not only that, but you
The Congregational Church steeple
can freeze the most unusual and
is undergoing repairs.
Mrs. H. I. Euglev who has been
delicious salads and desserts
passing several weeks In town guest
easily and quickly right in your
of relatives and friends, returned
Tuesday to Hazardville, Conn.
own home.
Rev. Henry O. Megert was in
Northport last week.
Of course, you will look for
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hastings and
these larger jee cubes when you
Miss Gladys Hastings have returned
buy an electric refrigerator. And
to Somerville, Mass.
t
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gay were in
you’ll insist that the shelves are
Damariscotta Wednesday where Mrs.
at a convenient height.
Gay spoke before the Woman’s Club
1 “Women in Lawmaking.”
. The Frigidaire food compart
Ralph Benner fractured two bones
in his ankle in a fall from a load of
ment is lined with seamless por
hay. He was taken to Knox Hospital
celain enamel. The conveniently
for treatment.
TAc new Frigidaire Cold Control
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Schenck
arranged shelves are all remov
• ..a simple patented device now
Cooney entertained at dinner Satur
offered by Frigidaire.
able. The compressor is con
day evening.
cealed and entirely out of the way
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Connell and
son of Portland have been guests of
liberal terms which make it possible
in a separate compartment in the
Mr. and Mrs. Mary C. Elkins.
to pay for Frigidaire out of its imme
base of the cabinet.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Hammond, who
were at Sheldon Simmons’ several
diate
day-by-day
savings.
We want you to see tthe beautiful
weeks have returned to Freeport, L. I.
Mrs. Harvey Simmons and daugh
Will you be our guest for a few
new cabinets. And ofc course, we
ter of Roslindale, Mass., are visiting
minutes this week? You place your
should like to tell you about the new
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Osborne
self under no obligation to buy.
low prices and General Motors
Welt.
Algernon Philbrook, Percival Pen
dleton and Lionel Munster were
weekend guests at “The Knoll.”
New telephones have recently been
installed at the residences of Ernest
L. Feyler and Porter li. Soule.
Mrs. Geneva Mitchell of Brookline
Mass, is the guest of Mrs. Georg*1
Greenlaw.
21 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Winslow of
Worcester, are at the Sanborn home
stead. With Dr. J. W. Sanborn they
have made a motor trip to Plymouth.
E. E. Rector has moved his family
into an apartment in the Paragon
Corporation block.
The ladies of the Baptist Church
will hold a sale of fancy and useful
articles Friday afternoon in the Star
Theatre. In the evening at 8 o’clock
they will present the play, “The Comi
cal Country Cousins,” with the fa
mous Kitchen Band ending the pro
gram with a minstrel show.

HOPE

ZW

You’ll prefer

these larger ice cubes
that freeze faster in

Frigidaire

5 GOOD

FOR YOU!
Parents can offer any of
the many delightful SIMP
SON SPRING flavors . . •
knowing the drinks will be
absolutely pure and whole

some.

So, good health ^joes with
good taste when drinking

F

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

LABOR DAY
SALE _

Whether the double

home, at the shore, or in the country, the
Cloverdale Stores will provide everything for

light tasty meals - - for cooling beverages.
Special low prices on seasonable delicacies.
OrJrr a supply for your outing J
TALL

CLOVERDALE
BRAND

CANS

Fancy June full creard cheese !

Mellowed to the utmost in flavor by ageing I

Extract

HEINZ
KETCHUP
ICE.

Bor.

CRISCO

Quest for

't

the Best'’

CAIN’S
MAYONNAISE

PALMOLIVE
SOAP
CAKES

SOL.
BOX.

“Ends the

• oz.
JAR

92

NATIONAL
ASSORTMENT

39'

?

For protection demand Elmwood Farm chicken !

U.8.

Elmwood Chicken
Tuna Fish
Cigarettes
$1.15

PKGb

GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED

The tea’s choicest delicacy !

“Chicken of the Sea”
BRAND

OLD QOLDS. LUCKIES, CAMELS and CHESTERFIELDS I

Unmatched
Quality^
and absolute uniformity' could
become a leader in its field
in just three years. - - Today
Budweiser Barley? Malt Syrup
is one of Americas most popular
brands. • - • Sold everywhere.

Miss Maya Bamford and Dr. Anna
Platt were guests last Thursday of
Miss Florence Marshall in East
Union.
Mrs. M. P. Clough and children of
Marblehead. Mass., visited Mr. and
Mrs. F. D. Armstrong over the week
end
Mr. and Mrs. Harcourt W. Davis
and children returned Sunday to
their home in Newtonville, Masfk
after spending their summer vacation
To improve the
visiting Mr. nnd Mrs. A. Hartel, Jr.
flavor and increase
Camp Wapello closed Monday and
the nutriment of
the 60 boys who have spent a happy
your
bread, cakes,
unimer there returned on the Bar
cookies, doughnuts,
Harbor express to their homes In
etc., use Budweiser
Orange. X. J.
Barley - Malt Syrup
C. Henry Mason of Philadelphia is
"c,22°p flavor^ .
in your baking.
vacationing with his family at Mar
in's Point.
F. D. Armstrong flew last Friday
It is guaranteed to
from Boston to Rockland and then to
contain no fillers,
Friendship, with Capt. Bill Wincaadulterants, artifi
paw of the Curtiss Flying Service.
cial flavor* or artifi
Mrs. Nancy Rogers and Miss Mary
cial colors.
x
Rogers of South Portland are pass
^-~-^UloUIS. MO
__ ,
ing their vacation at their home at
Anheuser-Busch
Hatchet Cove.
Miss Virginia Gay of Boston spent
ST. LOUIS
-■..Ai
the weekend with her parents, Mr.
BM-107
BURKETTVILLE
and Mrs. H. L. Bossa.
Work has begun again on the RurSupper was served Saturday eve
ning at the Community House, Mar kektt Hill and the men have been mont last Saturday with a load of Thursday of last week.
Nearly 11 the citizens of this part
tin's Point.
busy there drilling and blasting furniture for Mrs. Ella Linscott.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood of the tow n attended the Centennial
Walter S. Trefethen accompanied ledges,
Robert Esancy made a trip to Ver- entertained the Calderwood reunion celebration
by Thomas Spear, Miss Alice Willard I
and Miss Frances Stevens of Portland
ailed on Capt. James A. Burns Sun
day at the N. F. Trefethen Co. lobster
pound.
Capt. Cyrus H. Simmons is visiting
his son Jesse W. Simmons at Lewis
ton.
Mrs. Elva Benner of Lawry was
the guest Friday of Gertrude Oliver.
Sunday visitors at Clayton Oliver’s
were Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rines and
family of Damariscotta and Mr. and
Mrs. Maynard Williams and family
of Thomaston and Mrs. Annie Cream
er of Waldoboro.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver, son Llewellyn
and two grandchildren motored to
Waldoboro last Thursday with Mrs.
ORFF'S CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. John Collins of Oak Lizzie Miller and her daughter Lorna
land were Sunday guests of Mr. and and spent the day with Mrs. Etta
Wallace.
Mrs. Harold Achorn.
Robert A. Webb and Miss Mary
Evelyn Webb of Chicago have re
SIMONTON
turned home after a week's visit with
The Friday night dances in Com
Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver.
munity hall are proving a great at
Mr. and Mrs. William Ralph of traction to the lovers of dancing and
Lynn have been at A. H. Brown's for the hall is thronged every time.
a few days.
The already famous Soeony Special now con
Dean's Jazz Band furnishes music.
Mrs. Albert Elwell and children re The largest attendance yet. Is antici
cently passed a few days In Unity pated for the coming Friday.
tains Ethyl fluid. You get a “zero knock rating”
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell.
Plans are shaning up for the an
Miss Vesta Weeks of Richmond is nual Community Fair Sept. 7 The
plus the highest-quality premium gasoline.
spending a few days at A. H. Brown's. committee will endeavor to make this
Mr. and Mrs. Len Robbins and the best one ever held There will be
daughter Winona of Northfield. Mass, an exhibit of pure bred stock from
and Mrs. Charles Brown and daugh the local dairy herds, a special fea
ter Marian of Randolph were recent ture being the prize cow owned by
guests of Mrs. Lilia Webber.
T MIE DEBATE about gasoline quality
Ethyl fluid at extra cost to ourselves but
Guy H Annls which gives 71 pounds
Mr. and Mrs. John Putnam and of milk daily The boys' Calf Club
no extra cost to you.
i9 settled. You can prove every
son Roger of Boston were guests of will also have an exhibit worth look
Mrs. Addie Achorn Saturday and ing at. as well as the poultry show.
Ethyl fluid is the only preparation as
statement in this advertisement by the
Sunday. Mrs. Laura Benner who has The horse pulling event with cash
been with Mrs Achorn for several prizes is always a big attraction.
yet
discovered by science which will re
simple method of buying ten gallons of
weeks returned with them.
Then there is the baby show, don't
Samuel and Elgin Ludwig of Sau miss that. In the hall will be booths
move the knock from gasoline. Add
gas and driving your car in and out of
gus. Mass., were at Percy Ludwig's devoted to fancy work, aprons, cake,
overnight Monday.
enough
of it to any gasoline—good or
traffic, up and down hill.
candy and numerous other things.
Levi Hawthorn of Tenant's Harbor The Camden Boys’ Band will furnish
had—and that gasoline will be knockwas a visitor Monday at Albert El plenty of fine music. The Camden
A gasoline has been produced so dif
well's.
Radio and Music Shop will have one
less. It will, as scientists say,have a "zero
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy Smith and chil of their latest radio and phonograph
ferent that you can feel the difference.
dren who have been guests of Mr. machines installed in the hall. Hot
knock
rating.”
and Mrs. W. A. Jackson returned dogs. Ice creftm and cold soft drinks
These are the facts.
Wednesday to their home In Quincy, in abundance will be provided and a
A poor gasoline can have a zero knock
Mass.
dinner will be served at noon. At
We began marketing Soeony Special
Frank Morris and daughter of Ten tend and you will have a good time.
rating and still he a’ poor gasoline. But
ant's Harbor were in the place Sun All to conclude with a grand ball in
two years ago. It was the finest straightday calling on friends.
when a good, clean, smooth-burning
the evening. Don't forget the date
The Boys and Girls Poultry Club Saturday. Sept. 7.
run gasoline that could be made. Thou
gasoline, a premium gasoline such as
met at the home of the leader. Albert
Elwell, Saturday afternoon for work
sands of motorists discovered that it was
Soeony
Special, has a zero knock rating,
SOUTH
WARREN
on the demonstration team and also a
better and gladly paid the extra cost.
Mrs. Mildred Gould of Camden was
judging contest. At the contest Ken
then you have the most perfect fuel that
neth Elwell was declared club cham a recent visitor of Miss Alcada Burn
pion and awarded the green ribbon ham.
We have taken this same Soeonv Spe
can he produced.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones of
Miss Spearin and Mr. Wentworth
were present and a very interesting Thomaston were entertained Sunday
cial and done the one thing that could he
Prove Vi hat We Say. Your Car Will
meeting was enjoyed. The members at W. K. Jordan’s.
done to make it perfecL We have added
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland, Mrs.
Stand Up and Shout.
voted it the best yet held.
Laura Copeland and Mrs. Rose Mar
I hope before I pass to another shall attended the field day at the
world to see skirts all around the Union fair grounds last Saturday.
Those who failed to attend missed a
ankles.—Dame Madge Kendal.
great treat as three noted speakers
9
were present and held the attention
of the audience for several hours,
•
i Band music was furnished.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Bean and son
who were visiting relatives In Ap
SOCOMf
pleton have returned home.
Jaj
ETHyL
THE BEST GASOLINE
A^
A Battle Creek physician says,
C. E. Overlock has erected a fine
P
FLUID
SPECIAL
EVER PRODUCED
“Constipation is responsible for more sign which points the way to his
misery than any other cause.”
place of business.
But Immediate relief has been found.
A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has
JEFFERSON
been discovered. This tablet attracts
Mr. and Mrs. George Housen of
water from the system Into the lazy, Whitefield spent Sunday with Mr.
dry, evacuating bowel called the col and Mrs. Allen Tibbetts.
on. The water loosens the dry food
Miss Iva Tibbetts who has been
waste and causes a gentle, thorough, visiting her uncle Allen Tibbetts re
natural movement without forming a turned to her home Monday.
habit or ever increasing the dose.
Stella Glldden who was operated on
Stop suffering from constipation. in Rockland for appendicitis has re
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night. Next turned home much improved.
Rev. and Mrs. E. L. Sampson have
day bright. Get 24 for 25c today at
the nearest Rexall Drug Store. returned from a vacation thip to
JIarlboro, Mass.
_
_ ______ ;
Charles W. Sheldon,

Budweiser
Barley-Malt

?S,*QSER-BU5CH.'*‘

Now for the first time

A Premium Gasoline

I
-L

u.

Mild Cheese
Foss1

FRIENDSHIP

Only a product of

plus Ethyl

holiday finds you at

Evaporated Milk

ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.
Distributors, Rockland

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grassow and
little daughter Audrey were in Ban
gor last week.
The Sampson children. Ruth. Leah
and Alan of Dorchester, Mass., have
been visiting relatives at Valley
Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernrst Curit and
family of Yarmouth were guests last
week of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols and
their house guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Webber of Massachusetts at
tended Bangor fair last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sanborn and
daughter Beatrice of Wioburn, Mass.,
were recent guests of Mrs. S. Kelley
and Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Pennock, Miss
Mallie
Weatherbee
and
Fred
Weatherbee of Braintree, Mass., made
a short visit with Mrs. Mabel New
comb and daughters at the Coose
home recently.
Mr .and Mrs. Payson True of Hyde
Park Mass., were in town recently
for a short visit.
Hope was well represented in Ap
pleton when the townspeople helped
their neighbors to celebrate the Cen
tennial.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wellman of
Winterport were recent guests 'at
Mrs. Eleanor Payson's.
Mrs. Freeman, a guest of Mrs. R.
E. Brown for one week, has returned
to her home in West Newton. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jarvis and
daughter Mrs. Davison of Brooklyn,
N. Y. Mrs. Grace Dover, Miss Sue
Barrett and Miss Mosely of New
York, Mrs. Mollie Cox of Salem,
Mass., Mrs. William McGray of
Damariscotta Mills, and Miss Carrie
Nichols of Round Pond, called upon
relatives here recently.
Miss Minnie Barrett spent the past
two weeks with relatives at Round
Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Robbins are on
an auto trip to different parts of the
State.
The congregation was especially
pleased with the fine solos given by
Mrs. Morgan of Rockland and Doug
las Robbins of Lawrence, Mass, visi
tation day. Also Miss Lincoln at the
organ was very much appreciated .
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gould and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Lincoln and daugh
ter Hope of Waltham, Mass, spent
the weekend at Bar Harbor and
Southwest Harbor. At the latter
place Miss Lincoln called upon her
organ teacher, Mr. Truette of Boston.
Mrs. Harquart. Mrs. Clement and
son Edmund of Winterport, and Miss
Hall and Miss Clement of Camden
were recent visitors at the Bills home.
A few’ families with their children
and guests made merry Saturday
afternoon on the Hobbs Pond shore.
A regular baked bean and brown
bread supper with a corn roast for
good measure were served to the
waitresses by the waiters and of
course a good time was enjoyed all
around.

CAN

2PKGS- 23

*

HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS
STUFFED OLIVES
b™- 21?
BUFFALO PEANUT BUTTER
PAIL 21?
CANADA DRY GINGERALE
1BOTS- 501
CAMPFIRE MARSHMALLOWS
lb. pkg. 21?
CHIVER’S MARMALADE
jab 25?
CLOVERDALE SARDINES
<*” 19?
PRUDENCE CORNED BEEF. HASH can 29?
WAXED ROLLS
1PKGS- 25?
REX COFFEE “The Best”
47?
TODDY
LB.CAN43?
J4LB.CAN2J?

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION

SOCONY

STAIDARD OIL COMPANY OF »EW YORK

Every-Other-Day
NORTH APPLETON

She Put A Million H ives Into
Pretty Clothes
Nelly Don Proved Lovely
Bright-Colored Frocks
as Practical as the OldFashioned Drab Ones
NEW YORK, N. Y.-Nelly Don
liated drab house dresses. So she
wade gay ones—only a few at first.
They sold amazingly. Now her
business totals $2,000,000 a year.
In spite of hard wear, they are
practical, she finds. Because with
modern Lux cleansing they wear
and wear!
"The very best way to wash the
lovely, bright colored materials we
use,” Nelly Don says, “is with
Lux. Lux has no harmful alkali
and with Lux there is no rubbing.

|

NORTH HOPE

i

A delegation from this portion of •
the town attended the services Sun- !
day at Washington campground.
i
Mists Martha Walden is spending a
few days with Miss Hittie Waterman.
George A. Thorndike of Lincoln
ville was a recent visitor at Mrs.
Ellen Conant’s.
Eddie Edgecomb of Rockland spent
the weekend with -his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Edrick Edgecomb, return
ing Sunday night to his duties at the
Samoset Hotel.
Miss ^faude Fuller and Miss Riley,
B. A. Pitman and Mrs. Martin spent
Thursday in Thomaston and Rock
land.
Aubrey L. Fuller has been em
ployed the past week doing carpenter
work for Miss Lottie Waterman.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Newhall and
little daughter of Anpleton Mills vis
ited Tuesday evening with B. A. Pit
man.

Many from this place attended the
Appleton Centennial celebration, an
account of which has already been
published in this paper. We would
like to add that the cabin of Na
thaniel Appleton was located on the
land now called Willow Brook Farm
and the property of A. I. Perry. Mr.
Perry’s grandfather. Thomas Perry,
showed him (Alvin) where the foun
dation was over 50 years ago and told
him all about Appleton.
Thomas
Perry was a veteran of the War of )
1812 and lived to a ripe old age with •
intellect keen as ever, and loved to
tell his grandchildren stories and in
cidents of earlier life.
The Willow Brook auto which was
so much admired in the Appleton Cel
ebration parade with its load of beau
tiful dahlias was occupied by Mrs. A.
I. Perry and driven by her grandson
E. Donald Perry,
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Packard of
NELLY DON
Rockland visited Sunday at Willow
Brook; also Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
No matter how delicate a color
or pattern, it can be washed in
Man as he exists today is incapable Coose and children of Belmont.
Mrs. Everett Dyer and son Donovan
,Lux time after time—often for
of solving the social problems raised
years—and still look just like new.”
by his own
civilization.—George were at Mrs. A. I. Perry’s Monday.
Mrs. Dyer plans to visit her parents
Bernard Shaw.
in Dixmont this week. The two chil
dren of Mr. Mutch who have been
cared for by her have returned to
their home in Camden.
Arthur Ludwig and family of Milton, Mass., are visiting his father
Daniel Ludwig.
Miss Susie Wiley and Frank Cross
of Charlestown, Mass., who have
been visiting Mrs. George Hall and
Immaculate
family return home Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hall and fam
S. & H. ICE CREAM BRICKS
ily were at Temple Heights Camp
AND CONFECTIONS
meeting Sunday.
SUNDAES AND COLLEGE ICES
Vacation time will soon be over
SALADS, SANDWICHES
now—Miss Olive Pease plans to re
STEWS. LIGHT LUNCHES
turn to Castine Normal and E. Don
PIES AND FANCY PASTRY
ald Perry plans to return to Farming-

Chisholm’s Spa

Visit and Lunch at the

SPA
Restful, Beautiful, Healthful
i

Fro-joy Ice Cream
is one of the most important health foods known!

Eat it Often!

ton.

CLARRY HILL
Robert Cargill anil (laughter Mabel
of Washington visited at the home of
G . G. Miller last Sunday.
Erving Feyler and mother of Low
ell are visiting Allen Feyler for a few
days.
Marion Smith returned to Versail
les, Conn., last week Wednesday
after spending a two weeks' vacation
here with relatives and friends.
Frank Jameson Is at Isle au Haut
where he will spend a week with
friends.
Mr. anil Mrs. Frederick 'Walker,
Roland Miller and Perley Calderwood
attended the movies in Rockland last
Saturday evening.
W. J. Smith mad" a business trip
to Rockland Monday.
Mrs. Roslin Garland is the guest of
her parents Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Jackson.
Everett Lamont, Clarence Jones
and Ernest Eran who have been
raking blueberries for the Mcdomak
Canning Co. have returned to Jef
ferson.
Mrs. Lillian Alden of Union spent a
day here recently with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Mank of North
Waldoboro visited recently at the
home of her parents Mr. and Mrs. G.
G. Miller.
Miss Dorothy Clarry spent a few
days last week with her mother at
the home of Mrg. D. O. Stahl in North
Waldoboro.
Winifred Whitney visited last
Monday with her niece Mrs. W. L.
Stevens in Warren.

NORTH HAVEN

ANY doctor will tell you the same
thing. Think . .. sweet country
cream and milk! Fresh whole fruits!
Nutritious, genuine flavorings! These
are the ingredients frozen into the
2-flavor pint packages of Fro-joy.
Translated into food values, they give
to every creamy spoonful of Fro-joy
those vital elements which keep body
cells vigorously young. Vitamins and
mineral salts that make for robust
bodies, well-knit bones, clear skins,
bright, happy eyes ... for Youth, it
self, which makes the world go round!
And there are three times as many famous
"Youth Units, ” packed into Fro-joy as
in an equal portion of fine, whole milk.
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Peak standards of cleanliness ar*d
the surety of modern-day science
achieve peak standards of wholesome
purity for Fro-joy Ice Cream in the
new 2-flavor pint combinations. The
final precaution is a triple-wrapped,
tight-sealed package.
Make today a jubilee day by serving
Fro-joy at dinner. Your family will
love you for it. And, if you serve it
often, health and dispositions will
flourish on its thrilling goodness.
Where there’s a Fro-joy sign ...
there’s a Fro-joy dealer. And there
are Fro-joy dealers in every neighbor
hood. Find yours today.

This week the new Fro-joy 2-flavor pint package contains

NUT BUTTERSCOTCH AND
APRICOT
* . .

H. C. Parsons, G. D. Beverage, F.
W. Waterman. E E Whitmore. Martin
Joyce and others have traded cars
this week.
Dick Stanley spent the weekend
with his family in Rockland
Miss Blanche Cushing and Mrs.
Willard Ladd are touring in Maine
and -Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson are
keeping house for Mr. Ladd during
Mrs. Ladd's absence.
Mrs. Alice Thomas and daughter
Florence have returned td their home
in Massachusetts after a visit, here
with relatives and friends.
The Whitmore reunion will be held
in Crockett's hall Sept. 2.
The Leadbetters hold their reunion
next Saturday.
Misses Nettie Beverage, Edna 'Wa
terman. Marjory Brown and Elinor
Brown visited Mr. and Mrs. Will
Gregory last week at Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Raymond Perkins who has
been visiting her father A. W. Dyer
and other relatives has returned to
her home in Lynn.
Two automobiles collided on the
stone bridge at Pulpit Harbor re
cently but no serious damage re
sulted. More care should be used in
approaching the bridge, also on the
blind corners.
O. D. Lermond was in Rockland
Monday on business.
Several auto parties went to Crab
tree's Point Sunday and enjoyed the
shore drive to view the beautiful
scenery. One of the most delightful
drives is along the North Shore near
the homes of Mr. Hallowell and Mr.
Mills looking out into the North Pe
nobscot Bay, especially at about sun
set time.
Ressie Woodworth has returned
home from North Conway, N. H..
where she visited her aunt Mrs. A.
L. Carver and family. She very
much enjoyed the mountain hikes
with her cousin Neil Carver.
Miss Sereta Beverage and brother
Harold are visiting their parents Mr.
and Mrs. Fremont Beverage.
Gilford Butler of Rockland was in
town last week.
Misses Emma Parsons nnd Alma
Duncan spent Sunday at W. L.
Ladd's.
H. F. Cooper was in Camden Mon
day.
Tennis courts are being built on the
grounds of Ambassador Morrow and
Mrs. C. D. Norton.
Mrs. Lucy Carver recently visited
at Mrs. Elmira Beverage's.
George Beverage of Boston re
cently visited his mother, Mrs. H. W.
Beverage.

NORTH WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham
ond sons Donald and Robert and W.
A. Balmer made a 227 mile auto trip
Sunday including in thyir itinerary
Belfast, Bangor. Lucerne-in-Maine.
Ellsworth, Bar Harbor, Rea! Harbor,
Southeast Harbor. Bluehill and Buck
sport. The scenery through that part
of Maine is superb, especially at Lucerne-in-Maine and on Mt, Desert.
Simon TurWer and Elbridge Lenfest
are fitting up pulpwood on the Mace
lot near the Clark Mountain.
Myric Hisler of Somerville is en
gaged in trucking pulpwood to Au
gusta for Mrs. Simon Turner.
Mrs. Haskell of Weeks Mills Is
visiting her daughter Mrs. Maude

Gleason.

Eat Everything
without Fear
of Indigestion
Are there lots of foods you can’t
eat—for fear of gas, bloating,
pains in the stomach and bowels?
Do you have to pass up favorite
dishes—while the rest enjoy them ?
That’s a sign you need Tanlac!
For more than 10 years Tanlac has
restored to vigorous health thou
sands who denied themselves their
favorite foods just as you have to.
Mr. V. R. Morgan, of 85 Front
St., Old Town, Me., says: “I suf
fered so from indigestion that I
had to quit looking after my lum
ber business. Now I can eat and
sleep, and am full of energy.”
If you suffer from indigestion,
gas, dizziness, headaches, constipa
tion or torpid liver—give Tanlac a
chance to help you! The first bot
tle often brings the needed relief.
Tanlac is a good, pure medicine,
made of roots, barks, and herbs
that are recognized by the United
States Pharmacopoeia. Get it from
your druggist today. Your money
back if it doesn’t help you.

Tanlac
52 MILLION BOTTLES USED

“The way for you to straighten out
your financial difficulties is to live
within your means for a while, until
you get square*”
“Within our means? I should say
not! We may be poor, hut we’re not
as badly off as all that.”—Montreal
Star.

PALERMO
The Tibbetts reunion was held Aug.
21 at East Palermo Grange hall.
Forrest Tibbetts with his truck
recently took 32 relatives and friends
to Fort Knox at Prospect and to City
Park, Belfast for a few days.
Much sympathy is extended to Mrs.
Alice Jones in her recent bereave
ment, the death of her husband.
Earl Day is working in Portland at
the American Can Co.
Miss Marieta Leigher visited in
this place a few days last week.
Mrs. Lena Munson of Everett,
Mass., and daughter Dorothy spent
Tuesday evening with Mrs. Forrest
Tibbetts.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Parkman re
turned Thursday to Lynn, called by
the sudden death of Mr. Parkman's
mother.
Mrs. Susie Harding of the Medomak
Camp at Washington visited her
sister Mrs. H. M. Hannon Wednes
day.
Miss Evelyn Jones of Boston is
boarding at N. M. Hannon’s during
August.
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; COME
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STATE DISPLAYS

300.000 VISITORS

HOME EXHIBITS
AGRICULTURAL

SPRINGFIELD
HOUSE
SHOW

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach,
daughters Idamae and Eleanor with
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Creamer of West
Waldoboro motored Thursday to
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rines and
daughter Merle of Damariscotta
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Annie
Creamer.
Mrs. Pearl Delano and Mrs. Charles
Collamore of Lawry visited Sunday
and Monday with their sister Mrs..
Melvin Gent liner.
Fred Scott of Waldoboro was in
this place Monday.
Mr. and XU-s. Elroy Gross and chil
dren of Wamoboro spent a few days
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INDUSTRIAL

1500 CLUB GIRLS & BOYS

EXHIBITS ' J
BIGGEST LIVESTOCKT SHOW IN THE EAST
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last week with Mr. and Mrs. William bach and children were in Rockland
Saturday evening.
Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
Mr. and Mrs. Trussell Wentworth
and daughters. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred and children, and Miss Goldie GenthWaltz. Mr. and Mrs. William Gross, ner of Camden spent the weekend
arid .Mr. and Mrs. William Winchen with Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.

THE NEW

Dictator Six
CHAMPION PERFORMANCE, STYLE, COMFORT

• • • the lowest priced Studebaker ,,
closed car in history
'V

' J^HE world expects a Studebaker to deliver champion

ship behavior, since Studebaker

$995
at the factory

accepted fine car coachcraft.

speed and endurance than all other

US-inch wheelbase.

American manufacturers com

Powerful engine of 221 ruble inch piston
displacement. Abundant power, marvelous
flexibility and smoothness.

delivers this performance smartly,
eagerly, brilliantly.

Lanchester vibration dampener.

The New Dictator Six, com

Oil filter, gasoline filter and crank
case ventilating system.

panion car to the recently intro

Full Pressure lubrication to main, con

duced Dictator Eight, is larger,

Full-vision, full-ventilated bodies,
of steel over hardwood foundation—the

holds more official records for

bined. And the New Dictator

Genuine mohair upholstery.

necting rod and camshaft bearings.

Fuel pump inaurei constant, adequateflow

lower, finer than ever. Its low

of gasoline.

price is possible only because of
Studebaker’s tremendous volume

Thermostatically controlled cooling
system.

and unique One-Profit manufac

fPaterproofignition system.

turing advantage.

Double-drop frame of pew, compound

One-piece steel core safety steering
wheel.

Fully adjustable steering column and
front seat.
1 arnish-Proof chromium plating.

I ilt-ray headlights controlled by switch
on steering wheel.

Coincidental lock to ignition and steer
ing assures Dictator owners lowest theft
insurance rates.
The Dictator may be driven 40 miles Per
hour the day it is delivered—the result
of advanced engineering, precision work
manship and careful inspection.

flange-design.

Come, drive the New Dicta

Hydraulic shock absorbers, front and

tor! Fine-car quality is patent in

rear.

its lithe style, in the way it rides

A mplified • action 4 - wheel brakes

and handles, in its flash and go.

which stop in half the distance accepted as
standard.

Straight Eight
Power
at a new low price

Dictator Eight

$1185

New Prices effective August 5th on more than forty
smart new Sedans, Broughams, Coupes, Convert
ible Cabriolets, Roadsters, Limousines, Tourers

Now you can buy

f

President Eight Sedan for 7 (135 in. wheelbase)........................... 1995
President Eight Sedan for 5 (125 in. wheelbase)...........................
1735
Commander Eight Sedan (tour door—120 in. wheelbase) . . .
1475
Commander Six Sedan (four door—120 in. wheelbase) . . . .
1325
Dictator Eight Sedan (four door—115 in. wheelbase).....................
I235
Dictator Six Sedan (four door— 15 in. wheelbase).....................
1095

DICTATOR MODELS AND PRICES
SIX

Club Sedan, for 5
Sedan, for 5 » »
Regal Sedan, for ;

EIGHT

F>°35 $1185
«°95 «*35
1 >95 >335
(6 wue wheels and tn.r-.fc rack)
Tourer » » » '
,O95 1235
Coupe, for 4
» '
>°45 I2JJ
Coupe, for 2
« '
995 >185
'
'
'

Prim at the factory

1

Prim at thefacttry

Shop around—compare performance, comfort, beauty—nowhere
else will you find such VALUE as in these sparkling
new Studebakers!

Tune in
“Studebaker Champions”
Sunday evening
9.15 to 9.45
Eastern Standard Time
Station WCSH and
NBC network

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
BURGESS

Park and Union Streets

_

A

LINNEKIN

Tel. 700

_______

Rockland, Maine

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column

SPRUCE HEAD

UNION

Fred Orecne returned to WaterSchool begins Sept. 9 with Mrs.
Mrs. Catherine A. Cullen motore
town, Mass., Monday after a two
».irnrilcnmnnio iu
In this
thia column
mliimn not
nnt to
tn exceed
ptpppH Margaret Carr as teacher,
Advertisements
to Lewiston Monday where she at
three line® inserted once for 25 cents. 3 times |
jjyanfc Kuhn of Ozone Park, N. Y.. weeks' visit at “Ye Greene Arbour."
tended the meeting of the Three- for 50 cents. Additionsl lines 5 cents each
Harland Prescott with Lloyd Mar
Quarter Century Club. She was ac for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six is visiting his wife and daughter at ten are in Waterville attending the
the home of Mrs. Rose Todd.
companied by Miss Agnes Hanley and words make a llnq.
Community Circle met last week fair.
Miss Belle Cullen who were her
W. A. Bessey and family and Mrs.
with Mrs. Bertha Elwell; this week
guests for the day. An enjoyable
Lost and Found
Sally La Forest motored to Portland
with Mrs. Annie Thompson.
time is reported.
Recent guests of Miss Helen Me- and Peaks Island Sunday,
LOST—Sunday afternoon at Achom ceme
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. 13. Church
servey were Mrs. Bina Brewer and
Mrs. Ada Patt Is home after a two
a Style
will hold a cooked food sale on the tery, a red silk child's hat. Finder please Mrs Mary Spear of East Boothbaj' | weeks' visit in Northport and Portreturn to THUS OFFICE.
104*10
Mall Friday, commencing at 10
for all occasions
ind Mr. and Mis. Chester Smith, land.
LOST Between Stahl’s Hill. Warren, and daughter Ruth and son Robert of
o’clock. Home made bread, dough
Mr. and Mrs. George Patt announce
my
office.
Thomaston,
leather
bag
containing
nuts, cake, pastry and candy will be 3 filled leather medicine cases. Notify a. p. Stoughton Mass.
the marriage Aug. 17. in Portsmouth,
on sale; also sandwiches and hot cof IIEALP. M. !>.. Thomaston.
103-tf
Mrs. Vesper Burton. Mrs. Arthur x. II., ot tlieir daughter Edie M. to
fee will be served' to all who wish.
LOST Tuesday, pair new blown shoes. Allen and Mr. Herholzhcimer of Howard Franklin Stultz of WestSOLD BY
Miss Verna Watson returned Sat Hub Shoe Store wram>er. between Rockland Reading. Mass., are spending a two brook.
urday from her trip to Canada and and Friendship via Thomaston. Finder please weeks vacation at the home of Mrs. | Thp theme 0{ the morning service
BURPEE & LAMB
notify ADKhBKRT CUSHMAN. Friendship
reports a delightful trip.
Annie Burton.
Sunday at the Methodist Church was
top lie
Sole Agents
Gen. H. M. Lord and family are
Miss Margaret Nash. Harold Hodg- 'The Message of the .Mountains."
LOST
Duffle
hag
on
road
between
Rock

ROCKLAND, ME.
leaving today for New York, after land and Waldoboro. Reward. Notify COU- don of Waterville and Clarence Nash
During the absence on Ills vacation
pending the summer in Martinsville. 1UER-GAZETTK.
103*105 of Vassalboro wore weekend guests of the pastor at Appleton several
of Helen Meservey.
Mrs. Bernice Hogan and son are
from that place have attended church
LOST—31x4 size tire, nearly new. Lost on
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Elwell and
returning to their home in St. square Kiln Hill. West Meadow road. Sherer
at Union.
Calif.,
whose
childhood
home
was
WARREN
Hill or Old County road. LAWRENCE J*. daughter Barbara have moved to
Petersburg.
Fla.
They
have
been
In spite of the vacation season the
East Warren.
An abundance of
WOOD. 322 Old County Rd.
103*105 Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Winifred Robinson of
isiting
Mrs.
Harriet
Whitney.
church school is holding an average
good things was served at the «upper
LOST In vicinity of Rockland postofBce,
Mrs. Willis Leach of Hyde Park,
New Hampshire are guests this
Mrs.
Helen
Watts
is
spending
the
hour and all joined in singing "Blest
small bund) of keys. Will tinder please TELE- Mass., was overnight guest Monday attendance. Preparations are being
week of Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Spear.
HONE
m2-mt
Be the Tie That Binds,” and a social week in Rockland with Miss Julia
made for a rally day entertainment.
of Mrs. Callie Morrill.
Mrs. Ernest Fuller returned Sun evening followed.
Burpee.
The girls ad
Miss Annie Dunn of Staten Island.
day from Portland where she has journed to Ada’s "beauty parlor” and
Miss Joyce Clark of Portland is
ROBBINS REUNION
N. Y.. is the guest of her aunt Mrs.
Wanted
been receiving treatment at the Eye at her magic touch were transformed visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Otto Olson. Mr. and Mrs. John Olson
and Ear Infirmary.
into "living beauties.” The Change Mrs. Clifford Clark.
The 43rd annual reunion of the
WANTED Solicitors, to work in Rockland and daughter Selmer of Cuckolds
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Chaffee who wrought later on the gentlemen did
Mrs. Levi Turner gave a dinner and nearby towns. Salary and commission. Light Station were also recent guests Robbins family was held at tlie
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. not produce such pleasing results, party at her home Wednesday after Splendid opportunity for those who can pro
ant home of H. L. Robbins in Union
Vesper Roakes and Mr. and Mrs. possibly on account of not having noon. The guests were Mr. and Mrs. duce. Write Rm. 205, 22 MONUMENT sq , at the Olson home.
Portland, Me.
104-106
Mr. and Mrs. II. H. Griffin of I Aus. 20 with an attendance of about
Thomas Copeland left Tuesday morn such good subjects? The company William Boynton, William McNa
WANTED—Good housekeeper wants position Brighton. Mass., called on friends and | 30 relatives and friends. It was one
ing for Antrim, N. 11.
pronounced Ada a charming hostess mara, Edward McNamara and Mr. to assist in general housework. ELLA PAUL.
of nature’s most beautiful August
relatives here Monday.
Mrs. Marion Payson who has been and look forward to the next meet and: Mrs. Willis R. Vinal of Warren. 4QA Main «t., t’amdeu.
days which added much to the enliv
104*106
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John L. ing. hoping the present circle will
ening of the occasion, although some
WANTED A middle aged woman wants
Sidney Watts and family of Wake
Teague returned Friday to her home remain unbroken. Those who were field, Mass., will arrive in town Sat placae to keep houle for widower, if inter
familiar faces were sadly missed.
For Sale
in Bangor.
unable to be present were missed and urday to be guests of Mr. and Mrs. ested address M. D.. care Courier-Gazette.
There were members present from
104*106
Next Sunday is Labor Day Sunday all deeply felt the loss that had come Alton Grover over the holiday.
Lowell. Mass.. Detroit. Mich., Boston.
FOR
SALE
—
Slab-wood,
stove
length,
deliv

WANTED -Experienced cashier, wanted at
Ward
at the Baptist Church. “The Joy of since the last assembling.
ered in Rockland $7, in Thomaston $6. K. C. Cushing, Warren and Union. After
Thomas McPhail has been on a once. Write BOX 64. Tel. 767 Rockland.
104*109 a social hour and a bountiful picnic
Work” is the thought chosen for the Stetson’s home-going has left a place fishing and camping trip with his
103-105 FALES. South Warren.
morning sermon.
Miss Rayehel no other can fill, and his smile, his friend Edgar Cousins in the lake
FOR 8ALB-A S6 ft. power bo.t. 18 h. p. I dinner with d generous supply of
WANTED—Roomers and boarders at 34
Emerson, the well known singer will hearty handclasp and the songs that
UNION ST.
103*108 Palmer engine, withall equipment, cheap for I good things furnished by Mr. ana
section of the state.
quick sale. Address GKO. 11. BUNKER. Box xirs. Robbins, a business meeting was j
have two solos, and the choir will have helped to make the gatherings
WANTED—Boys to worn ail or spare time.
Mrs John freighton and Miss Rita
104-tf I enllpd t0 or(Jer by the president and
render its usual acceptable music. so happy will always be greatly
Call personally at CROCKETT’S BABY 104. Matlnlcus.
Smith
were
in
Southwest
Harbor
STORE. No phone calls.
113-113
FOR SALE— Sawed slabs. $1.25 per ft. all joined in finrinx familiar hymns,
Services begin at 10.30 and 7 o’clock. missed. Those present besides the
Tuesday.
Miss
Harriet
Rose
accom

104*106 Mrs. Marcia Robbins at the piano.
Rev. C. D. Paul will speak at the hostess and her cousin Mrs. Youens
WANTED—Passenger to help drive to Ohio ALFRED DAVIS. Td. 314-R.
panied them on their return.
FOIt SALE- Vine rooms. mortem, l.rse After the reading of the records the |
leaving Sept. 3. Inquire TUTS OFFICE.
union service in the evening on “The were Mr. and Mrs. William Barrett,
The sewer on Dwight street is
03*105 lot. $5,500: new six rooms, garage, large lot, I obituary committee, Doris Bobbins,
Quest for Jesus.” Last Sunday a solo Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mathews, Mr. and
nearly finished. The large mound at
WANTED—-Girl for general housework. Ap $2,700: 40 acre farm, $900: house and barn I gave a fitting tribute upon the deby Mrs. Butler and the anthem with Mrs. Charles Webb, Mr. and Mrs.
ply
to
MRS.
ROY
KNOWLTON.
Knowlton
’s on Atlantic Highway.
the upper end of the street has been
acre land. $1,100,
. worthy End esteemed I
solo by Mr. Wyllie added much to Erastus Clark and Mrs. Mertie
Market or Tel. 354.
103-tf and man) more. J. MOODY, 154 North Main
Broadman
of
Warren,
Mrs.
Alice
removed
and
the
street
will
be
grav

Tel 1IH4-M
liu-ior I members from the association since I
the worship of the morning.
WANTED
—
Girl
to
do
general
housework.
Jones, Mrs. Gertrude TibbettS and elled its full length. As soon as the
-------------—---------------------------------- I last meeting. Mark Ames, of AppleRev. C. D. Paul will speak at the
washing. O. C. COOK. Tel. Waldoboro
FOR SALB--V,ry Intelligent £.lrimo snrt (
Mrs. E|prta Robbins and Randall
Bert Keep of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. town can do it Erin and Dwight No
128-2.
103*108 tllow .lug ; ,e»r old. TEL. . I.t-J.
Congregational Church Sunday morn
163*10< I
....
Lester Packard of East Warren and Streets should be built of cement.
WANTED—Two second hand automobile ---------- :—:---------------------------------------- | Bobbins of Union.
ing on “Faith.”
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Swift of Thom
FOR SALE—A flue, clever horse, lfl years,
William
Gillchrest
and
family
and
The
following
officers were elected:
tires
30x5.77.
Must
be
In
good
shape.
H.
Mrs. Lawrence French and daugh- aston.
V .-Ih l’.iii).
I’tit'r.'t ill every way. TEL
Mrs. Helen iSawyer visited Mr. and ! ESTEN BOARDMAN. R. F. D. 1, Waldoboro.
President. Miss Clemmie Robbins:
tei Dorothy expect to leave Friday
THOMASTON 150-2.
103-tf
102*104
vice president, E. M. Stubbs, S. D. I
Mrs. George Bragdon Sunday at
for Quincy, Mass., where the latter
FOR SALEr— Dwarf palm in thriving con Wiley and Alice Robbins; secretary
WANTED—To buy puppies, all breed, and
Southwest Harbor.
VINALHAVEN
will attend school this winter, mak
angora kittens. HERBERT WILLETT. Saco. dition, stands about 4 ft. tall with spread of and treasurer.
May F. Robbins; I
Rev. J. P. Chadbourne will supply Me.
l"2‘mi 7 ft. HRS. ALBION PALMER, 10 Jefferson
ing her home with her grandparents,
Mercedes Calderwood who has been
St.
102*104 I committee on arrangements. Mina
Mr. and Mrs. Cummings.
the guest of Fla villa Arey returned at the Baptist Church Sunday.
WANTED—Young girl for general houseFOR SALE—Nearly new 6 room house. 1 Woodcock. Doris Robbins and Alice I
Ralph Cushing is leaving today on
ork. Call or write 41 TALBOT AVE. Tel
The following holiday hours will be to North Haven Monday afternoon.
1283.
98-tf garage, with lot. $2,700. Many others : 40 acre | Gordon; entertainment, Mrs. Marcia j
Fred Malcolm who has been at his his return to Chicago.
observed at the postoffice Monday.
farm. »:mo. Many mure. .1. MOODY, 154 Robbins. Mrs. Bertha Brvant, Mrs.
Mrs. Inez Schofield has spent sev
WANTED—Small lambs or thin sheep. State North
Sept. 2: 7.00 a. m. to 11..00 a. m.. 1.00 summer home for the past few
J.1'11- s'-. T'L ",!l M.______ Linda Davis and .leruel Hart; obitJOHN MORRIS. SR., Long Cove. Tel
months left Monday for New York eral days in Rockland this week, the price.
p. m. to 3.00 p. m.
FOR SALE—Four room house on Park St., uary, Mrs. Doris Robbins.
11-21, Tenant's Harbor.
93-tf
guest
of
Miss
Ada
Burpee.
$1,700. Can be paid as rent. V. F. STUDLEY
T. E. Libby left Tuesday for Rock
Members from the Spear, Hahn,
The literary program included |
WANTED—Pupil nurses—Training Softool 69 Park St.
102-107 I
Miss Alida Hyler, manager of the
Starrett and Robinson families gath land to enter Knox Hospital for
for Nurses: State Hospital for mental dis
singing. "Sunshine In My Soul;’
Thomaston
telephone
exchange
is
FOR SALE—-Fox terrier dogs and pups, 3
eases. Howard, Rhode Island. Course con
ered at the home of Herman Kil- treatment. He was accompanied by
reading, Laura Robbins; violin solo, I
having a vacation of two weeks.
sists of 26 months in this hospital and 10 months to a year old. wire haired and smooth
leran in Cushing Tuesday for the Mrs. Libby and son A. E. Libby.
haired. Make flue pets or mink dogs, all Jeruel Hart; singing of patriotic I
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Emery of Port months at Bellevue and allied hospitals. Sal beauties,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddocks,
annual reunion of those related
best
of
breeding.
DR.
SHERMAN
songs; reading. Mrs. Bryant; the I
ary $45 per month with room, board and
103*107 original poem by Doris Robbins is I
through the Hoffses and Studley daughter Patricia and Miss Phyllis land, and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Emery laundry. Graduates eligible to take State Rockland. Me. Tel. 598-W.
Maddocks left Tuesday for North and daughter of Marlborough. Mass., examinations for registration.
Applicants
FOR SALB—Flue »eyen room h<we located |
worthy of mention; reading “You |
families. There were 51 present.
must have two years' high school training or
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Waldoboro j Weymouth. Mass. Enroute they will have been visiting Mr and Mrs. Earl Its equivalent. Apply .MISS ELIZABETH on State road from Thomaston to Warren at Must Not Qiut,” Clemmie Robbins.
Oyster
River.
Hard
wood
floors,
lights,
phone,
Woodcock this week.
• was the guest of Misses Susie and visit Bluehill.
A. BARRY, Superiutcndeni of Nurses.
hot and cold water, house, shed, stable and All joined in singing the familiar song |
Guests at Camp Alyosca, Shorq
Leland Moran who has been work
103-112 new garage connected. Buildings rodded and of “Old Black Joe;” S. D. Wiley re
Harriet Hahn Wednesday.
In excellent repair. Acre of land with apples, lated a story in his usual genial man
Mrs. Ilda Russell. Miss Lillian Rus Acres Sunday were: Mr. and Mrs. E. ing in the A.&P. store, Rockland, has
G. Carver. Miss Celia Dickenson of returned home and will attend
pears, plums, blackberries and raspberries. ner: a humorous selection was given j
sell, Evelyn Joan and Dana Smith. Jr.,
Price right for quick sale. CHESTER O.
To Let
New Jersey, Mr. and Mrs. Albert school when it reopens.
are at Mrs. Russell’s farm in RazorWYLLIE, Warren. Me. Tel. Thomaston 169-3. by Jeruel Har$.. Interesting remarks
Carver and children Marilyn, Ruth
Patrick
Sanfy
returned
to
duty
at
103*105 were made by the president, Miss
TO
LET
Three
nicely
furnished
rooms,
for
ville for the week.
and Albert, Jr.
light housekeeping, water, lights, etc.
16
the State Prison Wednesday.
Miss Rayehel Emerson entertained
FOR SALE—A cabin cruiser built 2 years Clemmie Robbins, E. M. Stubbs, Or
WILLOW
ST.
104*106
Leah Arey is home from Rockland
The following young ladies with Mrs.
ago. Ford engine in same, length 28 ft., price rin Woodcock and H. L. Robbins. |
her friends at a Poverty Party Wed for a visit with her parents.
TO LET—Six room apartment at 59 Ma $150: 7 room house on Pearl St., Gamden. Mrs. Lewis Robbins of Lowell, Mass.,
June Creighton as chaperone are
nesday evening in her attractive
of an acre of land, glassed in
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Dippell and camping on Gay Island. Dorothy sonic St. ROBERT GOLL1NS. Tel. 77. 103-tf garage,
studio.
veranda : 4 room house on Rawson Ave., Cam being present was called upon and
son Robert of New York, who have
TO LET Four room heated apartment, un den;
kindly responded in the interest of I
• • • •
Starrett, Jane Miller, Dorothy Row furnished,
6
r?»om
house on Harding A\c . ( arr.ilcii
also four room heated apartment,
been guests of his mother Mrs. Lyford
land and Mildred Demmons.
A Very Happy Gathering
furnished. Both have hath room, gas, elec 6 room house on Pearl St.. Camden. Camf>s these family gatherings, this being I
Coombs, returned Wednesday to their
at
Hosmer
s
Pond.
Inquire
of
F.
AYERS.
her first to attend for 23 years.
Mr., and Mrs. Earl Woodcock and tricity. Call MRlX. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
Mrs. Ada Morse Grose of Brooklyn, home.
Maaonie Block. Camden.
103-103
103-lf
After a vote of thanks extended Mr.
N. Y. delightfully entertained a party
Miss Polly Wood of Quincy. Mass, daughter Marjorie and Walter Knight
FOR
SALE
—
One
roan
8
-year-old
saddle
and Mrs. Robbins for their kind and !
TO LET House on Camden St., hard wood
of old-time friends Thursday after is the guest of Miss Muriel Chilles. will spend Labor Day in Portland.
floors, bath, electricity. MRS. FROST T., horse, weight about 850, kind and gentle. generous hospitality the very pleas
Mrs. Leila Smalley is substituting 318-R.
6-31
noon and evening at “Twin Pines,”
103-tf MAPLE ( REST FARM. Warren. Me. Tul.
Minnie Wood of Quincy is the guest
103*108 ant meeting was closed with singing
her summer home in East Warren. of Mr. and Mrs. Harry W’ilson.
for Miss Hyler in the telephone office
TO LET Heated apartment. 4 or 5 rooms
FOR SALE- Red Astradian and White ‘America.”
Several came in the afternoon and
all modern improvements, furnished or un
Ernestine Carver returned Tuesday while the latter is on her vacation
apples now ready for jelly, greet
enjoyed the place so familiar to them from a visit with relatives in North
Howard Swift left Saturday morn furnished, with or without garage. Good lo- Transparent
corn,
carrots, beets, squash, cabbage. 4 Hi
Ku-tf
in childhood days. It was then the Haven.
ing for Ocean Park where he will •atlon. TEL. 24-M.
chickens dressed to order, cucumbers for
home of Charles A. Copeland, a Civil
TO LET- Two furnished rooms for light pickles, ripe and green tomatoes. OVERNESS
Watch out for the program of spend a few days.
housekeeping, with garage. E. N. SYLVES SARKESIAN. 157 Middle St. Tel. 568-W.
War veteran. Many improvements I sports for Labor Day under the aus
New steps have been built in the TER.
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
lo::-ln5
103<4f
have been made there this year by pices of a Union church committee bank leading into High street near
TO LET—Furnished apartment of four rooms
FDR SALE—Kitchen range for coal or
Dr. and Mrs. Grose and much grati
Marion Lyford and Helen Carlon the site of the Knox Memorial build at 59 Masonic St. Available after Sept 1. wood with hot water lank attached. Goo«l confication was expressed by all at the were in Rockland Monday.
ing.
TEL 754-X.
l»:i 105 lition
Price reasonable.
MRS. ANNIE
thought of having them as residents
1"3-H>5
Telephone 892
Miss Eugenia C^rv^r entertained
William, Richard and Ramos Fee
TO LET Light housekeeping room, all con SUMMONS. Tel. 609-R
for at least a part of each year. This friends at bridge Monday evening at han are on an automobile trip. They veniences,
plenty of clothes closet room. TEL
FDR SALE—Luke’s best moun’ i fitted |
Home of Paramount Pictures
was the eleventh annual meeting of her home on Bridgton avenue.
111
l:
48
-W.
wood,
delivered
at
$11
per
cord.
Te
will visit Keene, N. H., Massachu
103*105
these friends and looked forward to
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms and bath, BREWSTER.
NOW SHOWING
Mrs. E. G. Carver was In Rockland setts, the White Mountains and Can
with much anticipation. It was a Tuesday to meet her daughter Ce
modem improvements. Inip.iirc VESPER A
FDR SALE < at-boat 25 ft by 1« ft. New
ada.
LEACH. Tel. 133.
1" 3-tf mainsail and teuder. auxiliary engine, all first
pleasure to have Eleanor and Wil leste who returned from a visit with
“
HOTTENTOT
”
Bussell 'Morgan who has spent his
lass condition. P. SNOW. Rockport. 102*104
liam Barrett present as they a if so relatives in Waltham, Mass.
TO LET—Furnished house at .21 Talbot
vacation
in
the
local
A.&P
store
is
With
Ave. for the winter. TEL 8-R.
in:: tf
FDR SALE—Clarion range anil wood air
seldom able to attend, on account of
Mrs. Fred Morong who has been
TO LET New house. 6 rooms, hot and dd tight, express wagon, 8 ft. body. HENRY
being located in some distant city, in town called by illness of her taking a week off before the opening
FARRIS. Warren. Me.
102*104
Edward Everett Horton
of
school.
water,
bath
and
shower,
hard
wood
flu
also to have as guest of honor Mrs. mother Mrs. Margaret Libby re
FDR SALE- Four weeks old pigs. M. E.
Miss _ Marjorie Bumps and friend throughout, set tubs, cement cellar, in wall
Rose Morse Youens of Palo Alto, turned Monday to Rockport.
Patsy Ruth Miller
ironing board, very light and sunny location DHINKAYATEK, Lincolnville, .Me. Tel. Cam
Miss Hagerman who have been visit on Broadway ROBERT COLLINS. Tel 77.
138-21.
102*104
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Robbins and
ing in town and vicinity have re
103-10'
FOR SALE Baby carriage, stroller, nur
FRIDAY-SAURDAY
Mrs. Joseph Donahue are spending
TO LET—Seven room house and garage on sery chair, high chair. Call at 22 SPRING
the week at The Robin’s Nest at City turned to Washington, D. *C.
Fern St. ERNEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb ST.
Mrs.
Julia
Marshall
of
Newton
Cen

131
-tf
Point.
Davis.
103-105
FOR SALE -Second-hand kitchen co
Miss Celia Dickenson of New Jer tre, is visiting her sister,'Mrs. Charles
TO LET—Seven room tenement all in nice leum 9x12 :. rug to match 3x6. 1 Crex art
sey who has been the guest of Mr. Cogan.
condition.
C.
31.
BLAKE
WALL
PAPER
square
9x12. Price very reasonable. Apply
R. II. Counce Engine Co. won $100 STORE.
nd Mrs. E. G. Carver the past month
102-tf 12 WARREN ST.
100-tf
returned Tuesday to her home. En at the Firemen's Muster in Water
TO LET Tenement at 81 Grace St. (ALL
FOR HALE Hard wood, fitted $14: long
route she will visit relatives in Port ville.
163-M
101-tf $10: junks. $12: soft wood fitted, $9; junks.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Whitehill, sons
$8. delivered. L F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
land.
TO LET—Store and two tenements of
100*111
Mrs. Pearl Calderwood and daugh Harold and Norman and Mrs. Chester rooms eadi, hot water and baths. In Naum
FOR SALE -Grand Opera phonograph and
ter Erdine visited in Rockland Tues M. Hunt, enjoyed a trip to Vermont Block. Main St. Apply 220 HAIN ST. 101*109
TO LET Two 6 room tenements on Main records. Excellent condition. A bargain al
last week to attend the annual Whiteday.
half price. Tel. 437. 14 MYRTLE ST., City.
Herbert Boman of Lisbon Falls ar hill reunion in Ryegate. About 400 St. at Northend. lights and toilets, $15 and
98-tf
$20 J. H. MELVIN, 21 Gay St.
99-tf
were present on the occasion, and
rived Sunday.
FOR SALE—Fine roomy house, sheJ and
TO
LET
-Six
room
house,
corner
Lindsey
RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Frances McIntosh and Lena Gil many old acquaintances were re
barn connected, centrally located on Statt
and Union Sts., modern with garage. ERNEST road,
four miles from Rockland. Hard wood
christ spent the weekend at Camp newed. The trip home through the C. DA US. at Fuller-Cobh-Davis.
Telephone 692-M
96-tf
floors,
electric lights, carpets, shades, stormMerrie Mac’s.
mountains by way of Franconia
TO LET—Three well furnished modern windows and screens. Fruit trees and farming
Flavilla Arey and Josephine San Notch, Profile and Crawford's Notch rooms with toilet. Heat In living room. $30 land If desired. Can be bought at a bargain
month. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 378-W.
95-tf for cash, or on easy terms, if preferred. In
born returned Saturday from a visit was also very pleasant.
in Portland.
TO LET—Eight room apartment with mod quire of GEO. GREEN, South Thomaston
hone Rockland 387-21.
92-tf
ern Improvements, also double garage. In
Mrs. Guy Peasley entertained the
ROCKPORT
quire 61’. PARK ST. Tel. 916.
93-tf
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
Needlecraft Club Wednesday evening
TO LET—Store In Bicknell Block, formerly nesses. Small lots five cents, foot planed two
at her home.
large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
Miss Marion Crowell of New York occupied bv Needle Art Shop. Apply to MRS sides,
Miss Meta Ingerson and Mrs. Jo
buovs, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
B B. SMITH. Tel. 264.
Hear ^1 i c e
Mrs.
Hill
and
Mrs.
Cushman
of
Port
JOEL
P.
WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 92-tf
seph Headley received the honors at
sing "Broad
LET—Four room furnished apartment
the bridge party Monday at the home land were recent guests at Charles at TO
FOR SALE—One house and ham, 1 acre
566
Main
St.
NELSON
B.
COBB,
at
Fuller
way Baby
Cavanaugh’s.
land at Creek, Thomaston. Can pay for a9
of Miss Eugenia Carver.
Cobb-Davis.
fl
Dolls,” Wish
rent.
Mr. Cook of Conway Center, N. H
Mrs. William Lawry and friends
TO
LET
—
Tenement
of
five
rooms
and
bath
ing and Wait
FOR SALE-Farm at South Hope, 335 acres,1
enjoyed a picnic outing Tuesday at has been guest at Mrs. Annie Earns modern Improvements. Inquire 340 HAIN ST.
ing For Love
worth’s for several days. On his
90 t nice buildings, large orchard est. Over 7,000
Ruel Calderwood’s.
cords
standing
wood.
Would
consider
leasing
and "Jig Jig.
Miss Virginia Snow of Rockland return he was accompanied bj’ Mrs.
TO LET—Five room apartment, modern, on to responsible parties. Further particulars!
Jigaloo.” See
Talbot Ave., first class. Apply 81 BUMMER R. P. CONANT. 202 Camden St. Tel. 67- M.
was a guest of relatives in this place Farnsworth and daughter Nellie.
86-tf
her leading a
Mr. and Mrs. Orren Schwartz and ST. Tel. 551-W.
recently.
cjiorus of fifty
FOR SALE—To settle estate, the Hall prop
A band meeting Tuesday night son James of East Orange. N* J*, and
erty, Middle Street Hill, eleven room house,
dancing cuties
gives hopeful signs of an out-of-door Mrs. Joseph Springer of New York
Miscellaneous
new furnace, two toilets, two fireplaces, set
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B.
concert.
tubs, two lots, fruit trees, etc. W. D. ALL
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale by Castine, Maine.
Mrs. Lettie Moore, Mrs. Charles Thompson.
92-tf
Mr. and Mrs. E. J Southard of manufacturer. (Samples free. H. A. BART
Chilles, Mrs. Arthur Mills, Mrs. Aura
FOR SALK—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long
LETT.
Harmony.
He.
102-113
The man who trades in a gcod
Roberts. Mrs. Louise Wareham, Mrs. Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
$10; junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumbei
AND SAILING PARTIES taken delivered. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21
Minnie Coombs, Mrs. Fred Coombs, Taylor and children of Winthrop, outFISHING
car because of a style whim loses
by day or hour. S. T. AMES, Rockland. P. O. Thomaston.
members of the Apron Club enjoyed Mass., were visitors Tuesday at Tel. 1070-W.
101*12
many troubleless miles.
Want
FOB SALE—First quality fitted wood, $.’.<;
an outing Tuesday at North Haven George Hyler’s.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM, readings by appoint
The Trytohelp Club had a very en ment. Phone 305-W, or call at 24 CRESCENT furnace junks, $12, delivered anywhere ni
where they were joined by Mrs. Min
them? You can—inexpensively.
Rockland or Rockport. RALPH P. CONANT.
joyable party at Small’s Beach Mon ST.
102-107 Rockland. Tel. 67-M.
nie Smith.
92-tf
a motor boat sail around North day evening with Miss Helen Small
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer 1
FOR SALE-Four foot mill slabs, $6.50;
as hostess.
Beefsteak and green will be at my Rockland office Fridays and stove length, $8 per cord; also building lum
Haven.
•
Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H. ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
1928 Buick Sedan
Lawrence Hopkins and George corn were on the menu, after W’hich Satuntays.
DAMON, deniist. Rockland.
92-tf
92-tf
Healey have returned home after a a social time fill the program.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goons at the
FOR SALE—Second hand Reo parts and one
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren who Rockland
1928 Durant Roadster
week’s vacation with Mr. and Mrs.
Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mail orders stake body, also 15 ft. double ender, copper
have been guests for a week at E. J. solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
92-tf fastened. E. W. FARMER. 41 Licit «t..,
Dallas Murch.
1928 Ford Coupe
92-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Murch, Sylvia Smith’s returned Monday to Rock
GENERAL TRUCKING. E. W. FARMER. 41 Rockland.
with
land.
Mass,
accompanied
by
Mrs.
E.
Lime St., Rockland. Tel. 1060-M.
92-tf
Murch, Charlotte York, Kenneth
VINALHAVEN
&
ROCKLAND
J.
Smith.
1927 Chrysler Sedan
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your sawn ttUu
York. Lawrence Hopkins, Wendal
Charles Delaney
STEAMBOAT CO.
Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell was repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St.
Smith, Harold Smith. Mrs. Fred
Boats between Rockland, Vlnalhaven, North
Tel.
1010.
92-tf
the
guest
Wednesday
of
Capt.
and
1926 Ford Coupe
Sally Eilers
Healey, sons George and Richard and
Haven, Stoiiington. Swan's Island
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
daughter Bertha enjoyed a picnic Mrs. E. O. Patterson
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
Marion Byron
Subject To Change Without Notice
1926 Overland Coach
Sunday at Maker’s Island. Swimbv the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
DAILY Hl NDAYS KXCF1TED
Satisfaction for
TON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M
92-tf
i ming was part of the program, also
VINALHAVEN LINE
Fred Kohler

% Lamson-Hubbard

Yom Aren’t “Hit

The HOLLYWOOD

K

Lamson-Hubbard Hats

BON-TONE

She Talks,
Sings
and Dances

ting On AU Six”
YOU NEED

Nature’s Greatest Herbal Tonic
our health

Y

is more precious than jewels or gold—

Safeguard your most precious possession.

Coughs and colds seldom visit a healthy person—disease
seldom attacks a healthy body. Will your body stand the
strain? BUILD UP with BON-TONE. Lay a Foundation
. for Health.
.
BON-TONE has made thousands of friends in New England
and these thousands have suffered with stomach, kidney,
liver and bowel troubles and who, since taking BON-TONE,
have gone on their way happy and rejoicing that their
health has been restored.

Delays arc Dangerous!
CALL TODAY AT
CORNER
DRUG STORE
Main & Limerock Sts.

ROCKLAND
PHARMACY
Main and Park Streets

ROCKLAND, MAINE.
They will Ull you all about BON-TONE and the wonderful deeds
it has performed

Good health So Cheap

(t

And So Pleasant To Take

SHREDDED
With all the bran
of the whole wheat
Two biscuits with whole milk and some fruit, give energy
for the hot days and are so easily digested and so full of real
nutriment—for breakfast or lunch.

Rockland Clothing Co.
A. LEVY, Proprietor
266 MAIN STREET, CORNER MYRTLE

ROCKLAND

Our Selling Out Stock Is About Ended Except For

75 BOYS’ 4-PIECE SUITS
Coat, Vest, Knickers and Longies
All Patterns and Sizes

7C

■

Hl

Now is your chance to get your youngsters fitted up
for school!
We also have a few more Men’s Shirts, Pants and
Shoes, all at real sensational prices that mean big
savings to you.
Come in and be convinced. Remember the place!

Rockland Clothing Co.
A. LEVY, Proprietor
266 MAIN STREET, CORNER MYRTLE

ROCKLAND
M4

MILLER’S GARAGE.

1925 Essex Coach

1924 Maxwell Touring

MILLER’S GARAGE
26 RANKIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 692-M

LIVE POULTRY and
EGG SHIPPERS

Among the things eliminated from
the modern space-saving apartment
is a perch for the stork.—Cincinnati
Enquirer.

If you want the best selling the market
affords, ship to

Summer Cottages and Board

4 Faneuil Hall Market
Boston, Mass.
Our guarantee—top market prices, prompt
returns at all times. For twenty years
we have been rendering better service
to our shippers.
Testimonials, quota
tions and tags furnished on request.

FOR SALE Very attractive modern cottage
at Ingraham Hill Bath lights, city water, rock
fireplace.
Inquire at CROCK.ETT'3 BABY

SHOP.

&i-tt

W. F. Wyman & Co.

77-Th-tf
Reference: Federal National Bank.

FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast Me.
92-tf
• MOTOR TRANSPORTATION, loads wanted
I to Portland, dally trips ; trucking of all kinds,
local and long distance furniture moving.
Price right. R. W. JEWELL, Rockland. Tel.
236-4.
103*lh8
' WHEN IN BOSTON Rem.-mher that you,
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with’
the home news, at the Did South News Agency,

YVashL»$ton 8t,,

Old 8ot.Uh CUnrcb-

Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven daily except
Sundav at 7.06 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriv
ing at Rockland at 8.20 A M. and 2.20 P. M.
Returning Tenues Rockland at JL30 A. M. and
3.30 P. M. direct for VinallWven, arriving
at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50 p. M.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan's 'Island daily except
Sundays at 6.30 A. M., Stonington 7.25, North
Haven 8.20 ; due at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 I‘. M.
North
.......... -Haven 3.30, •Stonington at 4.30 ; due to
arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.30 ,P. M.
STINSOiX

T4-U

General Axeut

PLAYING
TODAY

HUNGARIAN

RHAPSODY

THE TALKING SCREEN S

A
UFA SOUND
PRODUCTION

SHOWS 2.00, 6.30, 8.30

Saturday—Continuous 2.00 to 10.30

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Opens Labor Day
September 2nd
THE MIRACLE OF THE TALKING SCREEN
Revealed through the wonder installation of

Western Electric Sound Equipment
Extensixe improvements, including an entirely NEW '
SOUND INSTALLAION, are being made at the Park
Theatre which will bring to the people of Rockland all
the latest wonderful creations of drama, music, art
and literature, never possible at this theatre until
now. Announcement of the inaugural program will
be made soon.

YOU MAY EXPECT THE BESTPLAN ON COMING THE OPENING DAY
A Publix Theatre

/ TOM HOWARD

“HOLDUP”

100% SINGING-TALKING PRODUCTION
HERE
A musical revue from the heart of the old south

PARAMOUNT ACT

in

,

With

200 Entertainers

TEL.
409

Home of
Paramount
Singing-Talking
Productions

COMING—MARVELOUS NEW SHOW WORLD PRODUCTIONS

Every-Other-Day

Page Seven
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Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bird and chil
dren of Auburn, New York, who have
been the guests of Mr. Bird's mother,
Mrs. Nellie Bird, the past fortnight,
have returned home.

A COAT
with a
Conscience

HAMS

Mrs. Charles L. Wilson of Camden
(formerly of this city) who recently
experienced a very serious ill turn, is
now reported as steadily improving.
Id addition to personal notes regarding
Miss Bertha Knight arrives home
departure, and arrivals, tills department espe today from Camp Abena, Belgrade
cially desires information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or Bake, where she was for two roonihs.
telephone will be gladly received.
Miss Knight will he accompanied hy

Swift’s
Sugar Cured
Quality
lb

Dr. Edward Sheehy and family of
Rumford were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. T. J. Sheehy, Broadway.

Miss Sara Glover of Charlotte, N. C.,
who has been counselor at Camp
Rhama E. Philbrick has arrived
Gen. .and Mrs. H. M. Lord, who Abena during the summer, and who home from a week's visit in Mon
treal accompanied by Mrs. Philbrick
have been spending the summer in will be her guest for a few days.
and two children who had been visit
Martinsville, leave tomorrow night
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Taylor and ing relatives there for three weeks.
for Elmira, N. Y., where Gen. Lord
will spend the month which remains children Richard and Mary Elizabeth The motor trip home was through the
of his vacation. Gen. and Mrs Lord who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. White Mountains, which are particu
will lx? guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. J. Southard, left by motor yester larly lovely at this time of year.
Van Rensselaer, who leave Mar day for their home in Winthrop,
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping and Mrs. A.
tinsville by motor tomorrow morning Mass.
F. Pillsbury returned home Tuesday
with their sons Frank, Stewart and
Herbert, and daughter Virginia.
Fred W. Glover of Charlotte, N- C., from Lakewood, where they attended
arrives Saturday to be guest of Mr. the Saturday night performance of
J. H. Ricker of Dorchester, Mass., and Mrs. W. A Glover. Mr. Glover, “Meet The Wife” and the premiere
spent the weekend at the home of called North on business is taking performance of "Hamlet” on Monday.
Mrs. It. N. Marsh, Broad street, on advantage of the opportunity to visit They were accompanied to Lakewood
his return accompanied by Mrs. Iipckland and rlmain for the Glover- by Mrs. Philip Stetson and three
Ricker (Aimee Marsh) who had been Snow wedding which takes place children who continued to Boston as
the first lap of a leisurely trip to their
the guest of her mother for three Sept. 7.
home in Berkeley, Calif.
weeks.
Miss Mabel' F. Lamb has returned
Harold W. Whitehib spent a few from a few days’ visit with Mrs. H.
Mt. and Mrs. George W. Freethy
of Brooklyn, were recent guests of
days last week in Vermont with N. McDougall at Mcgunticook Lake
Mrs. Fanny Davjls, Rankin street,
friends, attending the Whitehill re
union in Ryegate.
Mr. and Mrs Richard Rhodes of enroute from Mr. Freethy's former
Fortland were weekend guests of home in Surry, his first visit there
Mr. and Mrs. Seth B. Wetiierbee, Miss Caroline Littlefield, Limerock in 36 years.
who have been spending the summer street
at Swampscott, Mass., leave the last
Dr. and Mrs. Bennett Speer and
of the week for their home in Ar
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Mrs. Walter daughter Dorothy of Scarsdale, N.
lington. At the end of a 10-weeks’ S. Rounds and Mr. and Mrs. Y. are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
.stay Mr. Wetherhee finds himself Carl A. Christofferson are visiting Southard at "Shoreland.”
much improved and refreshed by the Lakewood today to attend the per
change.
formance of "Hamlet.” Of particular
Miss Margaret Sheehy at Rumferd
interest is the fact that Francis Wil
is the guest of Mrs. T. J. Sheehy,
Misses Mary and Helen LaCrosse son, a name familiar to devotees of
Broadway, for the week, while Master
are making a week’s visit in Brewer. the theatre, is playing the role of the
Thomas Jr., is spending the week in
First Grave Digger, and during the
Rumford.
Maitland Alexander and family, week of Sept. 2 will appear in an im
who are summering at Dark Harbor, portant role of “Let’s Try Marriage.”
Mrs. W. H. Rhodes and Mrs. Frank
sail for Europe Sept. 20. One of the ' a comedy of which he is the author,
daughters will attend school in Paris I Mr. Wilson has just celebrated his TIrrell, Jr., entertaiffed at bridge tea
----50th year on the stage. His last big yesterday with eight tables. Honors
were taken by Mrs. L. E. McRae. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman S. Young en- New York success was "Erminle.”
Harold Swett of Portland, Mrs. Wil
joyed a vacation trip last week. I
----liam Lehing of Rutherford, N. J., Miss j
shaping it so as to attend the annual
William Sharpe, who has been with
Madeline Bird. Mrs. Eugene Rich of
field day at Glamon, Me., where old his aunt. Mrs Victor Atwood, WilCamden, Mrs. Mayland Morse of
time residents were holding forth. ; low street, during the summer, leaves
Concord, N. H.. Dr. Mildred Tuttle
About 600 cars were parked on the today tor his home in Springfield,
and Mrs. Frederick Rugg of Flush
grounds, and everybody had a de- j Mass.
ing. N. Y. The artistic decorations of
lightfui time.
Olamon is Mrs. j
------garden flowers arranged by Mrs. E.
Young's home town.
Mrs. Jennie Bird and daughter Miss
M. Lawrence and Mrs. Charles Rose
—
j Madeline Bird leave tomorrow for
called forth admiration from all tho
Mrs. Margaret Robinson, daughter Trenton. N. J., where Miss Bird will
Mrs. Addie Rogers and granddaugh- ' resume teaching in the high school, guests.
TELEPHONE ..................................................... 770

A

winter coat should

be jmart — warm —
comfortable.

Many

are heavy and bulky
but not warm. Wilt
shire coats, however,

live up to their repu

tation in all three re

Only pure

spects.

wool is used in the

making and that is

interlined with a material as warm as

swansdown—and no heavier.

A

fine

grade of crepe de chine is used in the

hand felled linings to complete this

standard of excellence.

Wiltshire

coats may be had for

every occasion — and

their prices are amaz
ingly low.

TPittsbire
HAND-TAILORED

*<Eop (Soats

CUTLER-COOK CO.
; dresses - coats- milliner?
SPQR.TWEAR - HOSIERY

346 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

DANCE
EVERY FRIDAY EV’G
C. L. U. HALL, CLARK ISLAND
Refreshments Served
This Week and Hereafter
61T-Th-tf

KEEP WELL

It is better to keep well as you go
along, tor a short sickness may mean
a long debt. It is not the doctor
alone you pay. it is the time you lose
which can never be replaced. Chiro
practic treatments keep you lit. DR.
I B. B. ANNIS, Chiropractor, Rock1 land. Me.

^tt/Zer -

//(‘cc/Zanr/, vwune
announce //eir
Sz/nntta/ S/a/e
ant/

ZZ\/rtny

82-tf

Such easy dishwashing
Pots and pans shine

'
INSO is just perfect for dish. washing! Itsthick.creamysuds
loosen grease in a flash.

R

Why, all you need to do is soak
dishes, pots and pans in Rinso suds
•—rinse in hot water—and drain.
They dry bright and clear without
wiping.
One spoonful of Rinso gives
more suds than two spoonfuls of
lightweight, pufied-up soaps—
because it’s granulated, compact.

.

soa^ s“ds- ,eyen in ,he

hardest water. No grit!

Use Rinso for floors, walls,
basins, tubs—and for whiter washes
without scrubbing or boiling. Get the
BIG package and follow the easy
directions.

Rinso
Tho iranulatMl soap far waak's
wash, ditties and all c leaning

ter Miss Margaret Otelia Rogers Mrs. Bird plans to remain a week or
have returned from a fortnight’s visit 10 days.
at their former home at Isle au Haut.
Friday, is the day the Woman’s
Miss Barbara Jordan who has been Educational Club meets with Mrs.
spending the greater part of her va Lena Merrill, corner of Broadway and
cation with her grandparents Mr. and Rankin street for a business meeting
Mrs. Albert Jordan at South Warren whic hwill preface a box lunch and
speaking. Attend and decide how
returned home Monday.
you want to vote on the Export WateiMrs. Ida Simmons who has been Power question which Is to be disattending the cdmpmectings at : cussed by W. S. Wyman.
Northport has returned home.
|
--------j Charles Fitch has returned to his
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood F. Watts of home in Boston after a visit with
Harrisburg, Penn., are visiting Mr. Mr. and Mrs. J, D. Shepherd.
and Mrs. Carl Morse at Outlook cot
Mr. and Mrs. W. E Crooker (Lil
tage. Crescent Beach.
lian Nash) of New York who come
Frank Cates and family are on a to Maine for their annual vacation
Hiotor trip thjoujjh Washington and have been at Hotel Edwards
County, and visiting at Mrs. Cates' Camden, left Wednesday on the re
turn trip motoring from this city to
former home.
Ottawa, Montreal and other parts of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Snow returned Canada. They were accompanied by
Monday from a trip to the White Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Crooker of White
Mountains, Alton Bay and Ports- | Plains, N. Y
mouth, N. IL. where they visited Mrs. I
-----Snow’s brother.
1
Misses Mary and Katharyn Mc-----; Laughlin and Leo McLaughlin of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth King of St. ’ Portland were guests of the Misses
John. N. B„ have been guests of Mr. Carini at their Ash Point cottage
and Mrs John A. Thompson. Willow ; over the wtekend.
street the past few days.
Mr and Mrs. James Sullivan, witli
Mrs. George L. Brackett and son relatives of Mrs. Sullivan, were
Robert have returned from New guests of Rockland relatives the firs!
York where they have been visiting of the week, returning Tuesday to
Mrs. Brackett's niece, Mrs. Evelyn their home in Dorchester.
Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Churchill Wahle
H. N. McDougall’s birthday was de and son Buddy, who have been guests
lightfully observed at his Megunti- of Mrs. Wallies parents, Mr. and
cook Lake cottage Sunday with a Mrs. George E. McLaughlin, leave for
family dinner at noon, and additional their home in New York tomorrow
guests for afternoon and evening.
morning. During his vacation here
Mr. 'Wahle has divided his time im
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sprague of partially between playing golf and
Payson Park, Belmont. Mass., were baseball and deep sea fishing. Inci
recent guests of Mrs. Elizabeth dentally he lias amazed and delight
Flanders and son, Dr. B. E. Flanders. ed his friends with some remarkable
feats of legerdemain.
Mrs. Gary Mansfield (Grace Thorn
ton) of Arlington. Mass., is the guest
Mr. and Mrs. Basil H. Stinson re
of Mrs. Arthur Marsh and other local turned the first of the week from a
relatives.
trip to Quebec and Montreal. Mr.
Stinson is having his vacation from
Mrs. Harold Coombs entertained the Vinalhaven & Rockland Steam
the Handy Six Tuesday evening at ship office and will attend the Ameri
her home on Masonic street, with can legion convention in Orono next
Mrs. John Partridge as honor guest. week.
Cards were in order, favors being
taken by Miss Elizabeth Post and
Miss Phyllis and Miss Natalie Hall
Mrs. Ernest Gamage. Mr. and Mrs.
Partridge leave Sept. 11 for a motor have returned home after a week’s
trip across the continent to Mrs. stay with their grandmother, Mrs
Partridge’s former home near Se A. M. Johnson.
attle, Wash. They plan to b, gone for
Mr. and Mrs. Roland S. Raekliff
several months at least.
announce the engagement of their
Mrs. Adelaid, Spillane is making daughter Ethel to John A. Snow of
a two weeks’ visit with her parents. this city.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Shepherd. Little
Mrs. A. W. Ellis of Ellsworth Fails,
Miss Catherine Fitch is also a guest.
and niece, Miss Helen Lowell, were at
Misses Ruth and Enah Orff who W. D. Holbrook s Wednesday. They
have been visiting relatives in this irfotored to this city, with George
city and Thomaston have returned to Christy at the wheel, to meet Rev.
and Mrs. Prigmore and daughter of
Lawrence, Mass.
New Haven who will be guests for a
Mrs. S. A. Burpee who recently sold few days of Mrs. Ellis.
her residence on Beech street to
Miss Helen Fifield who has been
Joseph Dondis, has moved to the
spending her vacation at her home,
Sprague house on Limerock street.
leaves today for Lewiston where slip
Mrs. Nellie Leach of Portland is will resume her duties as denial
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Walter hygienist in the schools.
Leach, Talbot avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Vinter and
Oscar Wallace of Malden, Mass., daughter. Miss Faith Vlmer, have re
past commander of Hiram G. Berry. turned from Pemaquid where they
Post 40, G.A.R.. who served in Co. were guests of relatives for two
D 1st Maine Cavalry, was in the city weeks while Mr. Vinter was having
Tuesday from Cushing where he has his annual vacation from the Burpee
been the guest of his brother, Vinal Furniture Store. Alden proved him
Wallace, several weeks.
Hiram self an adept with the fishing line.
Berry Post visited Rockland some 40 Mttelt time was also spent on the
years ago being enfertained by Ed Beach, the whole forming one of the
win Libby Post. “And they certainly , best vacations Mr. Vlmer has ever
gave us a good time” says the Malden enjoyed.
man. Hiram Berry Post once num
bered 500. and now has but 13 sur
vivors. Mr. Wallace expects to at
tend the National Encampment In
Portland the week of Sept. 8. Mr. J
Wallace comes each summer to Knox
County, and while the number of his ,
hldtime friends is steadily lessening, '
he finds his reward in the cordial
If* FOR QUICK,
greeting he unfailingly receives here. ;
He was accompanied to Rockland '
HARMLESS COMFORT
Tuesday hy his nieces. Miss Carrie
Wallace and Miss Cora Fogerty of j
Cnshlng. Mr. Wallace is terminating

tiCKMHA

his visit Saturday.

yiildrenCryforlt
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8 to 15 lb average

Miss Ada Small of Farmington
spent a few days last week with Mrs.
(Chester Hunt, Pleasant street.
Misses Marjorie and Avilla Magunc
of Worcester. Maes., entertained at
a (uncheon bridge at Crescent Beach
Wednesday afternoon, honors fall
ing to Miss Miriam Curtis, Miss
Martha Sonntag and Miss Rose
O'Neil.

Beef

Shoulders

Beef

Boneless
Pot
Roast
Lean
Solid
Meat

Corned, Fresh or
Smoked

Bone

20c lb

Oven

less
Roast

„9
*

Pork
Roast

5c 39c lb
lb 38c
Cooked 1
6Ibtir
Deer
$1.35 lb 25c
Corned
Fowl POFk
Hamburg
*1
Oc
LiverSlic<:d

29c lb
Qf-nolr Fancy Tender
□leaK Top Round

Fresh

IL

Fresh Killed
Young
Tender Quality

Fresh
Lean
Ground

36c lb Haddock

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hale of East
Boxford. Mass., Mrs. Elizabeth Spear,
of Rockport and Mrs. and Mrs. R. L.
Jones motored to Waterville today
to visit Mrs. Lavinia Payson.

Mr. and Mrs. David S. Beach had
as weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. John
H. Beach of Bridgeport, Conn., Mr.
and .Mrs. William Spillar of Water
ville and Miss Laura Lockhart of
Haverhill, Mass.

35c

lb 7c 1 9c lb

THE
©HEAT

TEA

Mollie, wife of Orren Fuller, Ti
I spending two weeks at the I.O.O.F
I Home in Auburn where she served died at her home on Mechanic street
The great event of the week has
as matron during the absence of the Monday. She was horn in Searsmont
been the garden award meeting insuperintendent ami matron.
but had resided in Camden for many
the opera house, an extended account ' Cecil Young of Boston is visiting yegrs. Besides her husband she Is
of which appears elsewhere in this
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford survived hy one son, Roy Fuller o*
issue.
I Ydung.
I this place, and a daughter Mrs. OrMr. and Mrs. Willis pitcher spent
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Kells and ville Gross also of Camden, two sisTuesday in Winslow’s Mills.
I daughter of Beachmont. Mass., are ters Mrs. Emma Leigher and Mrs.
Miss Virginia Wagner entertained visiting relatives in Camden.
Bertha Dinslow of West Appleton and
Camden friends of Adelbert Hall two brothers Edmund Adams and
12 of her girl friends Tuesday after
noon at her home on Elm street. were pained to learn of his death Charles Adams of Liberty. Mrs. FulGames were enjoyed and refresh this week at his home in Lincolnville. ler was a member of Knox Temple,
Mr. Hall was for many years a resi- Pythian Sisters and Malden Cliff Re
ments served.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cushman of i dent of this place and conducted a bekah Lodge. The funeral will ho
| held from the family residence
Brighton, Mass., were recent guests blacksmith shop in the village.
Dr. Sarah L. Wetherhee returns to- , T’nir day afternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev.
of Mr. and Mrs. Everett N. Duffy,
day to her home in Boston after a F. Ernest Smith officiating and inElm street.

CAMDEN

Mr and Mrs. Warren C. Noyes
entertained members of the Itooevlk
Club Sunday at their cottage at IIol
Mrs. E. M. Crosby has returned to visit with
iday Beach with picnic dinner and
bathing among the many features of her home on Union street after | Tyler.
a happy day.

Mr. ami Mrs. William L. ' ferment will he made in the Mountain
I Street cemetery.

Mrs. Harris Woodman lias re
turned to her home in Winthrop after
a brief visit with her mother. Mrs.
Abbie Healey, North Main street
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Keller and
daughter Gleniec of Milton, Mass.,
arrived Tuesday to be guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Greglory, Center
street.

Miss Anne Dunn who has been vis
iting relatives and friends for two
weeks returns to her home at Staten
Island today.
4 pleasant incident of the Cres
cent Beach social season last night
was the dinner given by Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur B. Richardson at the
Inn.
Their guests were Postmaster
and Mrs. E. IL Veazie and Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Bird of
Montclair, N. J., Mr. and Mrs Mau
rice C. Bird of Winchester, Mass.
The party subsequently attended the
dance given for the Beach colony.
Our Great Dollar Sale commences
Thursday morning. Don’t miss see
ing the great bargains we are of
fering in this sale. Mail orders will
be filled. E. B. Hastings & Co.—
adv.
103-104

PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Watts of
Stoneham, Mass., sj>ent the weekend
with his father, Capt. Samuel Watts.
Allan Craven of Boston was at the
"Fo’cartle* over the weekend.
Mrs. Maud Stuart of Bath was a
Sunday guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter Simmons.
Rev. S. E. Packard, pastor of the
Baptist Church, leaves this week for
his vacation.
Rev. Nelson Davis of Newton High
lands, Mass, conducted the services
Sunday in the Advent Church.

WESTBROOK
Seminary
and Junior College
For girls. Thoroush college preparation.
Member American Aasoclatlnn Junior CollegesMusic, art, dramatics, home economics, ateno- 1
raphlc courses.
Smail classes. Charming
campus.
Gymnasium, sports.
Rate $1060. |
Catalog.
Aines M. Safford. Prill., Box T. I
PortUal. Mala*.
i-ftl '

Supper

This Is The Sign Of The

ABSOLUTELY GREATEST DOLLAR’S WORTH
EVER OFFERED A ROCKLAND SHOPPER
For Dollar Days See the Splendid Values Offered in the Bankrupt Sale of the
Liberty Lumber Co. Furniture

5.30 to 7.30

South Thomaston

Grange Hall

Friday, August 30
Entertainment in Evening
104-it

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
313-319 Main St.

Rockland

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 29, 1929 <
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THE LINDBERGHS

THE-BENTLEY- SCHOOL •
OF
ACCOUNTINGAND-FINANCE
Announces llialits Fall Term
begins on Wednesday September
ibe eleven tb.
Ibose planning to enter who
have not liled an application for
enrollment should do so at once.
(alaloo' sent on request

H.C.BENTLEY. C.PA. . PRESIDENT
921 Boylslon Street, Boston, Massachusetts

$1 Day Specials
BOYS’ SCHOOL SUITS

McLAlN’S SHOE STORE

SPECIALS

'vWTvVV

Col. Charles A. Lindbergh of North
Ilaven (or approximately so) re-1
vealed himself in a new role Tins- 1
day at the Cleveland Airport, as stunt
pilot. Famous for his conservative
flying, he thrust all care aside to take
part in one of the most sensational
exhibitions of serial acrobatics the ’
Oxfords
High Button
National Air Races has yet seen.
Col. Lindbergh yielded to the en-|
Sizes 8>/2 to 2
Sizes 2 to 8
treaties of the air race officials, |
climbed into a Navy pursuit plane
and took the air with two crack Navy
tilers to perform a series of spec
Ladies’ Arnold Glove
tacular stunts which had the spec
tators clutching the sides of the
Grip
Special
chairs.
Starting out in regular combat
formation with Col. Lindbergh lead
ing the unit, the three fliers gained
altitude over the airport and then
Patent and Brown Kid
ilived straight for the grand stands
is their imaginary foe.
Roaring
One Strap and Oxfords
down to within 50 feet of the awee^
watchers, the pilots suddenly zoomed
The Graf Zeppelin arrived at Lake upward. As they climbed Lindbergh,
Rev. Harvey J. Moore of Pough
keepsie, N. Y., known throughout hurst, N. J. at 7.15 standard time, still in combat formation, winged his
New England as "The Radio Pastor this Thursday morning having com plane over and climbed while flying
of the Friendly Voice” will occupy the pleted her voyage around the world upside down.
Large Sizes
pulpit of the Tenant's Harbor Church in 21 days, 12 hours.
Regaining their altitude the fliers
Patent,
Blonde,
Brown
I Sunday morning and evening. Added
Special
again dived for the grand stands and
interest will be given these services
There will he a midnight frolic at swung sharply over them in a perfect
and
Sunburnt
Beige
by the presence ot Herbert Davidson, Oakland ballroom Labor Day morn figure eight. Again the flying Colonel
Odd Sizes
Sizes 2’/2 to 8
a Boston trumpeter.
beginning at 12.05: also a dance La winged himself over and roared
bor Day night beginning at 8.30. across the airport flying upside down
Col. John B. Keating. British con This brings to mind the fact that at 2.S00 feet, maintaining the unit’s
sul for 42 years, died at his home in there are but five Oakland dances battle formation all the while.
Cape Elizabeth Tuesday aged 72 left, the concluding night being Sept
The trio then climbed to 4,000 feet
MEN'S
years . Col. Keating had officially 5th.
and shot down iti a new dive until it
visited Knox County on several oc
seemed they all would crash, hut the
casions. the most interesting per
Those enterprising Camden mem doughty fliers straightened out and
haps being his participation in the
Sizes 8 to 11 /z
bers, Mr9. Nathan B. Hopkins and zoomed up almost within reaching
Top Notch
Brand
celebration which marked the tercen
Mrs. Sara Young presented seven distance of the grand stands. Lind
tennial of Capt. Weymouth's visit
$6.00
value
more Camden names to Educational bergh this time looped hack across
to the mouth of the St. Georges River.
Club roster at the business meeting the airport while his companions
Tickets given with every dollar purchase during
Mrs. Melvin Cline of Spruce Head Friday, making 60 additions since the banked s-harply off in the unit’s break
carefully undid a large pasteboard annual meeting, with renewals and away.
Dollar Days for the Electric Radio
Back came the Colonel for more.
box in The Courier-Gazette office honor members, who pay well in ad
yesterday forenoon, and the onlook vance, making sure never to be in He swung his fleet ship into a sharp
ers caught their breaths with amaze arrears. Next reports tomorrow at harrel roll in front of the stands,
DURING THESE TWO DAYS WE ARE GIVING WONDERFUL VALUES.
turned, came back and playfully did
ment as they beheld the dozen or 3 pm.
another. Roaring away, the Colonel
more remarkable dahlias which met
BE SURE THAT YOU SEE THEM
Special orders have been Issued by seemed unable to shake his mood and
their gaze. There was The Belle of
Springfield, handsome but very tiny, Adjutant General James W. Hanson went into a series of harrel rolls and
and alongside of It by way of con appointing a board of examination loops before turning hack and glid
trast was a golden hued Marmon to meet at the armory of Battery ing gracefully to earth. ' The show
hich measured exactly 8 >4 Inches E, 240th Coast Artillery, at Camden was over.
AT THE BROOK
• • • •
In diameter, and which promised to at 8 p. m.. Monday, Sept. 9, or as
become a pretty good sized posy by soon thereafter as practicable, to
Mrs. Charles A. Lindberch ls for
the time It had gained its full conduct a competitive examination mally recognized as a fledgling avia
growth. Other varieties In this very of candidates for commission in the trix. She has her license as a student
nusual bouquet were Eva Williams, grade of second lieutenant. Coast pilot from the seronautles branch of made under authority obtained from
The highest hotel in Europe ls Jungfrau. Its summer guests can
E. T. Bedford, Cigarette, City of Artillery, to fill a vacancy in Bat the department of commerce. Her the department by Col. Lindbergh the
Berghaus
at Jungfnujock, enjoy skl-lng on the snowflelds out
Lawrence. Millionaire. Silver Quar tery E. The examining board Is com- first solo flight several days ago was by long distance telephone.
Switzerland, on tho peak of the side Its door.
ter. Grizzly. Bonnie Brae and Emma flosed of Major Ralph W. Brown of
Slocumb.
Mrs. Cline has about Rockland. 240th C. A.: Captain Rus
1000 plants and 175 varieties, and It sell D. Gray of Thomaston. 240th C.
ould repay any motorist to hitch A. and Lieutenant Philip H. McCrum
up his car and drive down that way of South Portland, of the Medical
Corps.
to see the remarkable spectacle.

High scores at the Star alleys last
Winslow-Holbrook
Post
netted
week were: C. French, 145; E. Peters, about 1350 from the California Car
129; G. Huse, 125; D. Robbins, 123: nival.
C. Walters, 121; C. Lawry, 120, and
G, Robbins, 120.
One of those nice Cushing suppers
at the town hall next Tuesday eve
The Pathe News Reel has been ning.
making seund pictures at Gov. Gar
diner's summer home In Woolwich.
Miss Ruth Rogers has returned to
We are interested to know whether her duties at the Public Library
the sound will be the lowing of Gov. after spending her vacation at NorthGardiner's cattle or one of his port.
speeches to his buddies in the World
War.
At the Star Alleys Tuesday night C.
Doucette and B. Robinson defeated
’ A box of the handsomest blueber
ries ever raked on any Maine farm ,L. Doucette and Sturtevant at canfound its way to the horticultural dlepins—1809 to 1«82.
editor's desk Tuesday, as Exhibit A
The 303 F. A. has reunion in Gar
from the pastures of Mr. and Mrs. B.
C. Powell proprietors of Community diner Sunday, and as this was the old
Sweet Shop Farm, which lies adja Milliken Regiment, there will prob
cent to Bowley Hill and "Michigan ably be quite a delegation from Knox
County.
Avenue.”

Children’s Shoes
A ■!
I
$1

DAYS

SHOES

$3.95

$7.95

LADIES’SUPPERS

NOVELTY SHOES

WOMEN’S SHOES

79c

$2.98 and $3.48

RUBBER BOOTS

$4.50

69c

$12.00 Suits for........... $ 8.75
13.50 Suits for........... 9.75
15.00 Suits for........... 12.75
18.00 Suits for........... 14.75

DAYS

MEN’S OXFORDS

Child’s Rubbers

(From ages 8 to 19)

DAYS

DAYS

McLAIN SHOE STORE

Also One Lot of

BOYS’ SUITS
From 8 to 18—to close at

$5.00

—

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL OTHER GOODS

Burpee & Lamb
......

1AO1A1
103-10,

“Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
The greatest human drama ever screened
Two years in the making—Produced at a cost of
$2,000,000
You have not seen "Uncle Tom’s Cabin until you
see this picture
Children 15c; Adults 35c
Town Hall, Union, Thursday, August 29
Watts Hall, Thomaston, Friday, August 30
Glover Hall, Warren, Saturday, August 31

103*104

GOING Out-Of-BUSINESS
SALE NOW ON
CCODS MARKED AT COST
MANY FOR LESS THAN COST
YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO STOCK UP
FOR

SCHOOL AND FALL WEAR

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.
fKOMASTON, ME.
103*104
uiityiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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O A IV SS
On Your Own Signature

Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
Interest at 3% per month (which includes all charges and
fees of every kir.d) on the unpaid amount of loan

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
Rockland, Me.

Telephone bTj-VJ
62-tf

EXTRA TROUSERS FREE
I have received the final list of fabrics from the Inter
national Tailoring Co. on Extra Trousers Free with
every suit order, which ends August 31

This is a Saving of $8.00 to $12.00 on a Suit

C. A. HAMILTON
442 Mail! Street

TALK OF THE TOWN

$3.48

Thursday and Friday

I 0 Limerock Street

The Colonel Pulls Some
Wonderful Stunts—Anne
Becomes Pilot

WE WANTERKNOW!

PARK THEATRE

This is the last day "Hungarian |
Rhapsody” will be shown. It is a re
Who Was Captain Creighton?
markable sound picture, German |
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
made
I have a sheet of music in my pos
Spirituals, which are among the I
session, the title “Three Bells Polka.” most authentic of America's folk |
It was composed and dedicated to songs, are heard for the first time
Captain Creighton of the ship “Three from the speaking screen in the m »
Bells” by T. J. Cook in recognition of Fox Movietone full-length all-talk- I
the gallant conduct of Capt. Creigh ing feature, "Heart in Dixie," which I
ton in risking his life to save the lives is announced for showing Friday nd |
of his fellow-beings on board the ill- Saturday.
fated “San Francisco."
“Hearts In Dixie,” tells a story of I
Can you through your columns life in the Southland, and is tre t. d |
ascertain what Capt. Creighton it with musical and dancing numbers.
was and what was the year of his Besides the Billbrew Chorus, which I
brave act. Other Information on the is si, important a factor in the vel- I
subject would also be welcome, such opment of the theme that its members I
as when the music of “Three Bells are virtually of the cast, the con ay
Polka" was written.
I shall be appearing in the all-dlalogu - pic
grateful for such information.
ture includes the famous F ■ eh ui
Mrs. Ethel L. Butler
Steppers, forty dancers who are I
IS Meadow road, Thomaston
among the most original exponents
ot their art now to be seen on the |
MEROPOLITAN THEATRE
American stage.
Specialties are offered. In addition. I
The Lady Lies” Is Big Boston At by the Emperors of Harmony, a bigtraction—“Tha Argyle Casa” Next time quartet which Just had returned
Weak.
from an Australian tour before be-I
ginning work in the Fox Movbtonc I
In "The Lady Lies,” Paramount has production and is best renu nil,, red
produced a powerfully dramatic but for its success in the original pre
at the same time, absorbingly human sentation ot “Shuffle Along.' The I
romance-drama that should add Four Covans, sensational dancers who I
greatly to the prestige of Its sponsors
have taken part In many musical I
and to that of Its featured players,
Walter Huston, Claudette Colbert and comedies, also give unusual p-rformCharles Ruggles. At the same time ances in the picture, as do Evans and |
it will doubtless start the upward Weaver, eccentric steppers.
In all there are two hundred enter- I
climb to greater successes of two
wonderful child actors, Virginia talners. Including singers, dancers
Deering and Tom Brown. Here ls a and Instrumentalists, in “Heart In |
play which is the last word in ultra Dixie."—adv.
modern domestic romance-drama. It
contains such vital material as the
STRAND THEATRE
interest of a widower’s ohildren in
The gay scenes in a musical comedy
their father's next marital step, the
love of a father for his motherless theatre on Broadway; a gang tight I
children, the love of a lonely couple to death on a side street in New I
for one another, the problem of social York: the rehearsal hall where big I
standings in relation to marriage, productions are born; a theatrical!
tihe fallacy of love based on financial boarding house—all these arc brought |
advantage for one of the lovers, the vividly to the screen in “Broadway
outsiders, and the evil Influence of Babies,” a singing, talking and danc
mischief of prying unsympathetic ing picture which stars Alice White |
plotting match-makers. Metropoll at the Strand Friday and Saturday.
tan patrons will view this all-talking
A chorus of fifty dancing girls is I
Paramount screen accomplishment seen in the musical comedy scenes
today, which marks the Inauguration in the musical comedy scenes with
of a brilliant advance season of Para Miss White, and the splendid Vitamount’s new show-world triumphs. phone orchestra, directed by Louis
"The Jazz Clock Store,” devised Silvers, providing the music. The I
and staged by Frank Cambria, will story is adapted from Jay Gelzer's I
grace the mammoth stage, and also novelette “Broadway Musketeers," I
signalize the acquisition of Alex and tells the experiences of three lit- I
Keese as the new stage bank person tie dancing girls on the Great White |
ality leuder, who will help the popu Wuy.—adv.
lar Publit Band to make merry each
week. Heading the stellar Publix
THREE GREAT PICTURES
cast is Bob LaSalle, the popular
comedian; Paul Kirkland, an inlml- Strand Theatre Has Remarkably Fine |
ahle entertainer: Bard & Avon, song
Program Next Week
sters of note: the Tiffany Twins, (
dazzling dance duo; and the Fred
Manager Dondis of the Strand The- I
Evans Ensemble, a marvelous group
atre announces that three «f the
of dancing beauties.
Starting Thursday, Sept. 5, Thomas outstanding pictures thus far pro
Melghan will be seen and heard in duced for the talkies will be seen and
his first all-talking picture, The heard at that theatre next week.
Argyle Case,” a brilliant murder mys Monday and Tuesday brings the alltery adapted from the celebrated talking feature, ‘Charming Sinners,"
stage success, featuring Lila Lee, H a Paramount production from the |
stage success, “The Constant Wife.”
B. Warner and Zazu Pitts.
Ruth Chatterton. Clive Brook and |
W'ho likes Vichy water? The Amer William Powell head the list of stars.
leans, English, Spanish and Egyp Wednesday and Thursday comes the I
tians; 120.000 of them go straight to greatest spectacle of the age. “Noah’s I
Ark," comparing the days before the |
Vichy every season for it.
flood to the modern World’s War.
The cast consists of 10,000 people
headed by Delores Costello and
George OBrlen. Over 14,000 gallons
of water used to make this great del
uge. The Friday and Saturday fea
KILLS-RATS-ONLY
ture will he "Dark Streets," witih
Won't MW Uoooiock, Poultry, Jack
Mulhall and Lila Lee, telling n
Oogo,
or Baby Chicks
beautiful story of two brothers in |
new exterminator that can be uied stxjut
love with one girl.
the home. barn, or poultry y«rd with xafety

A

Cato.

Blit contain!tfaatfljr imlMa. °?'c*n
mixes 100 piece, of bait. Hundred! oftesti
monial!. Bold on a Mooay ■ Back
CnarontM. All drug»iiu. 75f and J2.

Get the Peoples Laundr’y, Limerock street, Tel. 170, to help you with I
housecleaning.
They wash qul'ts, ]
yankets, curtains, {tc,

I
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for
lower rates
-w

The principal costs in the generation of electricity from water

power are interest and taxes.
These remain the same regardless of the number of kilowatt
hours generated by the stations.
k

The people of Maine, in paying rates that enable the power
companies to pay interest and taxes, are paying not only for
the energy that is consumed in Maine, but are also paying for
the millions of kilowatt hours that are now allowed to go
Central Maine Power Co.

to waste.

W. S. Wyman, President
W. B. Skelton, Vice President

Export of surplus power means that interest, taxes and de
preciation on wasted power, hitherto carried by customers

who have no possible use for it, will be transferred in large
part to power companies outside of Maine who can put this
water power to work.

Whatever part of the money received from its
sale that exceeds a fair return on the in
vestment of Maine Power Companies

will have to go, under the laws of the
State of Maine, toward a reduction
in rates.

Vote for lower electric rates!

REIEREIDIM QUESTION
’’Shall the act to provide for the exportation of surplus
power, as defined and restricted in such act, permitting the

sale outside of Maine of hydro-electric power not needed in

Maine, be accepted?”

NO

